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Statistiques/Statistics
Majorité du soutien des résidents de Chelsea - Majority of support from Chelsea residents
Total: 1571 (2017-04-27)
Chiffres spécifiques à la région de l'Outaouais et d'Ottawa - Specific numbers in the Outaouais and
Ottawa Region

Chelsea

Ville/City
Chelsea
Gatineau
Cantley
Ottawa
La Peche

Total
1042
218
17
153
42

Gatineau

10%
1%

Cantley

Ottawa

La Peche

3%

15%

71%

•

L'analyse des données des codes postaux montre:
• Soutien robuste dans tous les quartiers
• Soutien de 71% des codes postaux de Chelsea

Ouichelsea.ca

•

Analysis of Postal Code data shows:
• Robust support in all Wards
• Support from 71% of Chelsea Postal Codes
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Pétition/Petition
Nom/Name
A. M. Blanchard

Commentaires/Comments
I think this is the best use of the space, connecting
communities without using a car (and I don't even live off
the 105, but I see it's value!)

Adam Cockell
Adele Dolgin

The rails run through our street
This would-be Chelsea's most important recreational and
social service
Adele Hession-Johnston To keep pedestrians and cyclists off the roads and safe,
using a historical pathway with some of the most beautiful
scenery in the region.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Adele Mugford

Having the railroad turned into a bike trail would mean 1)
Chelsea
realizing a priority for the community as per the family
policy survey; 2) it would help Chelsea to further develop
as a “cycling destination”; and 3) long-term, to have the
railroad turned into a bike trail that would ultimately
connect to the city of Gatineau-Hull would be a central way
to support family and environmental living, by allowing
Chelsea residents to commute to work by bike, etc.
Without using motorized transportation!! Please make this
happen; it is so important and worthwhile.

Aden Seaton
Adin Richardson

This will be such a wonderful part of our community!
I would like a safe cycling corridor to connect members of
my family (3 young children) with the rest of our great
community!

Chelsea
Chelsea

Adrian Ball

So, I can bike to the cascades club, my friends house and to
bike to school
Through the winter this corridor is used by members of the
community to ski. It could easily serve as big a function in
the summer as a bike path. Wouldn’t it be great for kids in
the east side of Chelsea to be able to ride north/south
rather than using the 105?

Chelsea

Pour faire du velo en securite.
Afin de pouvoir aller deun quartier de l’autre afin de visiter
mes amis veelo.
I want a safe cycling corridor in Chelsea for my 2 children
because I don't think the 105 is safe.
Pour encourager des saines habitudes de vie par des
environnements favorables de celles-ci.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Adrian Wyld

Adrien Levert
Adrienne Pavey
Agathe Lalande
Alain Baril

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Alain Beaudry

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Pour ameliorer de connecter le nord de Chelsea avec le sud Chelsea
par des moyens autres que les transports motorises

Alain Brisebois

Re-appropriation par les residents d'une fenetre sur la
riviire Gatineau; Un reseau de sentier complet et
interconnecte aux autres communautes est aussi
important qu'un reseau de routes dans un contexte
developpement durable et responsable;

Chelsea

Alain Daoust

Community development and a healthy environment and a
safe place for my kids to ride their bikes as well as
discovering the beauty of the gatineau river

Chelsea

Alain Filion

Health promotion. Gives an option to walk/run not on the
105
Pour faire du velo!
Ce serait super pratique et plus securitaire pour mes
enfants
C'est donner une accessibilite accru le long de la riviire
Gatineau de toutes saisons!
The trail will contribute to building a healthy, active and
connected community.
Practical use of a readily available rescource
Provides a uniting access to most of Chelsea by bike along
one of the most scenic areas. Maximizes the use of this
green space for all who live in the area.

Chelsea

Aleksandra
Gniazdowska
Alexandra Arellano

I want to use the trail for biking and walking

Chelsea

The safety of my kids. I don't like them biking on the 105.

Chelsea

Alexandra Gravel

We love areas that are designated for pedestrians only - a
way to provide accessibility beyond cars.
Because I want to cycle safely and not always cycle on the
same paths. I think it would be great for our community.

Chelsea

Alexandre Boursier

Growing in Chelsea was a magical experience. I hope to
continue to feel the magic, now being all grown up and
loving the trails and all the fitness-scenic beauty Chelsea
has to offer!

Chelsea

Alexis Gagnon

Je crois qu'il est essentiel d'offrir une piste cyclable
securitaire ainsi qu'une piste de ski de fond qui profitent
pleinement du territoire de Chelsea.

Chelsea

Alain Hins
Alain Masse
Alain Piche
Alan Latter
Alan Madej
Aleksandra Ciepielak

Alexandre Barrette

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Alisa Lafontaine
Alison Amero
Alison Rygh

Commentaires/Comments
Pour me rendre au travail en velo.
Lien entre quartiers et option securitaire de la 105.
The trailprovides an opportunity to improve the health and
well being of residents of Chelsea and anyone else who is
able to use it. It provides a safe route for cyclists as
opposed to riding on highway 105 which is extremely
dangerous. It provides an opportunity to cross country ski,
particularly for those who cannot afford to purchase the
Gatineau Park ski pass every year.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Alison Woodley

Healthy living, community connectivity, safe bike riding

Chelsea

Alla Kalujina

A safe place in my own town for biking with my children.

Chelsea

Allison Lampi

Converting the railway corridor into a non-motorized
community trail, for summer and winter use, is the best
community building project i've seen in the 25 years i've
lived in Chelsea. I support it 100%!

Chelsea

Allysann Foehring

It would be absolutely wonderful to be able to bike safely
in Chelsea with our family of four.
We would use this trail often to get to the village, visit
friends, go to La Peche on bikes and skis safely with our
son. Thanks!

Chelsea

I would like a safe road to ride my bike in the summer.
Safe cycling options for families! Proper bike paths away
from roads benefit the whole community.
Safer for bikers and children travelling to camps and
friends' houses in the summers
I would be nice. I love walking.
Because it is important to have alternatives to driving cars
between communities. Also, important to have and
protect this natural corridor close to the river for public
use. This community is “environment friendly.”

Chelsea
Chelsea

Andre Lejeune

A safe place for kids to learn to ride a bike. It will
encourage physical activity. It will bring the community
together. It will increase property value. Really - it's a no
brainer.

Chelsea

Andre R St-Amour

Pour l'activite physique, la securite des enfants et les
deplacements securitaire

Chelsea

Allyson Quinlan

Amanda Moore
Amanda Peel
Amanda Shaughnessy
Amber Dorion
Amelie Roberge

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Andre Renaud
Andrea Gage
Andrea Khan

Commentaires/Comments
Activite familiale
For unifying the community
Sante/diminution de GES/ Transport actif/securite/mieux
vivre dans une communaute
Safe bike route for everyone. Promote environmental
transportation options.
The Rails 2 Trails will be an important corridor to add new
functionality to Chelsea including safe biking space for
families.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Andrea Smith

Young children like mine would have a safe bike path
within the community! That's a much better option than
taking my children up the 105 as they learn to bike.

Chelsea

Andrei Balan

So that all may enjoy the River, not just a privileged few

Chelsea

Andrew Harman

Accessible recreation trails for Chelsea residents is
Chelsea
important to our family. We have a child with special needs
and getting out for walks near our house is either nerve
wracking (the 105) or challenging (uphill, rooty trails in
Gatineau park). A flat and picturesque trail within walking
distance of our house would make it feasible to take our
kids on walks and bike rides without significant barriers.

Andrew Moore

It will connect the neighborhood by making it possible to
job or bike to friends and neighbors, as well to popular
local places like Larrimac, Cascades, Farm Point community
center, yacht club. Many trails, public parks and
active/sport places will eventually start emerging along the
way. Many people I know who are working in downtown
Gatineau or Ottawa will start (or continue in a safer and
more reliable way) to bike to/from work.

Chelsea

Andrew Slavin

I live near the trail and would love to use it in the summer

Chelsea

Andy Ball
Andy Matyas

Safety and community!
It will be a great addition to the community that will
benefit many

Chelsea
Chelsea

Andrea Mcneil
Andrea Rowe

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Angie Macdonald

Commentaires/Comments
The railway corridor is beautiful link, that should increase
active transportation within Chelsea for our children and
provide opportunity for accessible recreation for all ages.

Ville/City

Anjali Wildgen

To use our scenic and peaceful railway corridor to walk and
cycle off the roads.
We should all be able to access and enjoy the corridor, to
exercise, enjoy the river views etc.
Walking trails for me and my son
Route 105 is way too dangerous for cyclists, adults and
children alike. I stopped riding on it a few years ago when a
gravel truck zoomed past me (faster than the 70 km speed
limit) with less than one foot of space between us (I was
completely within the shoulder area of the road and the
truck was over the white line). I know the new law of 1.5
metres is in place but a law is not going to change the
attitude of drivers who don't want any cyclists on the road
or those with a time deadline and no regard for others on
the road.

Chelsea

It would be a safe cycling route.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Ann Rafuse
Anna Nicolle
Anne Belanger

Anne Gagnon
Anne Gillespie
Anne Gravelle-Manca
Anne Lalonde

Plus securitaire pour les deplacements en velo et plus
agreable pour les marches
Let's get on our bicycles or wear our walking shoes, enjoy
OUR beautiful river and get moving. Leave our cars
behind!

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea

Anne Morrison

I see this trail as important and safe corridor so that my
kids can ride their bikes into Chelsea without the dangers
of traffic.

Chelsea

Anne Ostrom

Possibilite de faire de la marche et du velo en securite, pris
de ma maison.
It is a safe corridor that connects several communities great for biking, running, hiking.
I live on the 105, and I walk and ride my bicycle there
regularly, and it would be so lovely to have a trail away
from the traffic.

Chelsea

Anne Picher
Anne Seguin

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Anne Trueman

Commentaires/Comments
I would use it on a regular basis as would many, many
others. It is not only a smart idea for safety of but all but
an environmentally friendly initiative.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Anne Wiles

It provides a wonderful safe place for all ages to cycle and
walk.
Quality of life.. Let's live...a healthy life with a healthy
environment
Share the beauty of the Gatineau
Safe year-round exercise, enjoyment of the river
environment, getting from Chelsea to La Peche; meeting
neighbours to walk, ski and bike;

Chelsea

Annie Fortin

Favorise l'activite physique en famille de facon securitaire

Chelsea

Annie Jean
Annie Letourneau

For a safe place to walk, bike and ski!
Pourrait devenir une facon de circuler en securite pour se
rendre au travail en velo. Les enfants pourraient aussi
l'utiliser pour aller de l'ecole. Permettrait aussi de faire des
expeditions vers La Peche la fin de semaine

Chelsea
Chelsea

Annie-Claude Michaud

I am a resident of Chelsea and I use the trail regularly. It is
enjoyed by all the family.
Safe pathway between Chelsea and La Peche
Being active and enjoying outdoor sports should be an
integrated part of everyone's daily life... This would give
the opportunity for families to travel either on their bikes,
or by foot, on a non-circulating road, instead of the 105. It
would also be an easy access to La Peche for families that
would enjoy day trips for a lunch stop etc...

Chelsea

Annoe Chamberland

Because I live in chelsea and would see a huge
imrpovement to the infrastructure from an active
perspective

Chelsea

Antoine Beriault

For us to bike in a safe environment and be able to use our
bikes instead of our cars in Chelsea.
Parce que les routes sont trop dangereuses, que les
citoyens doivent pouvoir faire du velo dans ce beau village,
et que la voie ferree est accessible de beaucoup de
citoyens, pris de leur quartier!

Chelsea

Anne-Marie Banville
Anne-Marie Lafontaine
Annie Berube

Annik Aube
Annik Boutin

Antonio Manca

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Aran O'carroll

Commentaires/Comments
Pour les activites physiques et les deplacements
securitaires
We would love to use the trail as a family, 12 months a
year!
A safe alternative for exercise and travel to La Peche and
Ottawa...linking to the park would be a bonus! Ive
witnessed the positive results of a similar project from
Kimberley to Cranrook BC!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Barb Brennan

Is an UNIQUE opportunity to create a safe trail in our
municipality for the future generations. Le Petit train du
nord is a commercial succis for the Laurentian, why not for
Chelsea?

Chelsea

Barb Hendrick

I live in Chelsea and walk, stroll, bicycle and ski with my
two young children, partner and my dog and I would
greatly prefer to do that on a community-managed, nonmotorized trail than either an abandoned rail line or the
105 highway

Chelsea

Barb Hogan

I have been hoping for a recreational pathway since 1999. I Chelsea
have seen how successful the pathway in the Laurentians is
and am sure that we could do something similar here.

Barbara Gagne

Avoir davantage accis de la riviire, pouvoir faire du velo et
marcher toute l'annee dans de bonnes conditions de
securite avec des enfants en bas √¢ge sans prendre la
voiture.

Chelsea

Barbara Schultz

A few very self-centered reasons: 1) the trail in winter is
one of the few places I can ski with my dog, 2) I look
forward to walking on the trail unimpeded by rail ties that
necessitate looking downwards and inhibit appreciation of
the amazing vistas, and 3) I want to cycle the trail instead
of the 105 to visit friends. Years from now, I believe
conversion of the railroad to a community trail will be
perceived as one of the strongest community-building
initiatives in Chelsea.

Chelsea

Astrid Froese
Audrey Camus

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Barbera Navy

Commentaires/Comments
We are fortunate to have this opportunity to link our
community and provide a recreational trail for multi use
for families. What better way to promote the great
outdoors and make use of something that already exists.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Barry Antle

How can it not be? It just makes sense on so many levels.

Chelsea

Barry Fennessy

We need safe trails to connect our community. This is a
family friendly initiative in keeping with our local values.

Chelsea

Beatrice Maille

The railway runs at the bottom of our property. We already Chelsea
use the land daily and would like to see it preserved and
maintained for all to use.

Becky Picher

I can walk, bike and ski from one part of Chelsea to
another. Get off the highway!
It would be a safe way for our entire family to enjoy the
outdoors without ever needing to use our car.
Just because
Bonjour, Ma cour donne sur le corridor ferroviaire et je
pense que le sentier communautaire est une excellente
initiative qui permettra de b√¢tir une communaute
securitaire pour mes enfants. Le sentier hivernal nous
permet dejde de profiter pleinement de l'environment
naturel de Chelsea et ce projet est une option sante et
securitaire pour l'ete. J'appuie fortement ce projet.
Beatrice Maille

Chelsea

Physical activity for the community!
Important initiative from a community, environmental, and
health and fitness perspective.
This trail is the way forward for this community!
I love to bike!
Pour la securite et avoir des randonnes paisible.
C'est lde que mes filles vont apprendre de faire du velo.

Chelsea
Chelsea

To get to Gatineau by bike.
Je trouve que c'est un beau projet
Un corridor qui permet des activites exterieures de facon
offrant une vue exceptionelle sur la riviire et, idealement,
l'accis de la riviire.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Behrooz Ghorbani
Ben Chicoine
Ben Silcoff

Benoit Brault
Benoit Delage
Benoit Perry
Benoit Rondeau
Bernard Cantin
Bernard Lupien
Bernard Perreault
Bill Hurley
Bill Meldrum

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Bill Sevigny

Commentaires/Comments
This would be a safe, pleasant and nearby trail to bike with
kids
Best use of the rail corridor.
It will have significant benefits to residents, the
municipality and the local economy. Evidence from other
jurisdictions make a compelling case.

Ville/City
Chelsea

A safe and environmentally friendly way for all residents to
connect.
I supported this as a planning commissioner in the early
80's
Heidi forced me to do this.
Supports health and recreation for the community
I love walking and hiking. I think if are not going to bring
back the steam train this trail is already built for the
community. And it should not cost that much. The rails
are already there.

Chelsea

This is a brilliant initiative to connect the Chelsea
community
Opportunity for an active transportation corridor to link
communities within Chelsea. Permits Safe and
environmentally friendly transportation and recreation
opportunities.

Chelsea

Brendan Denovan

I grew up in a community that went from no trail to a
multi-use path passing between the private properties and
a scenic waterway. Early on, before the path was built,
people were against it. Once completed, everyone enjoyed
it. Today no one complains, everyone enjoys. Chelsea
should have such a trail too. It's for the better.

Chelsea

Brent Belzac

I have allways supported this and have used the coridor to
ski in the past. Rails to Trails in other part of Quebec an
Canada are a success too!

Chelsea

Brent Moore

What a wonderful way to connect our community. I
wholeheartedly support this, and will happily pitch in any
way I can.

Chelsea

Brettel Dawson

I have lived in Chelsea for 30 years, I grew up at Mont
Tremblant, the Peteit Train du Nord is a wonderful place to
bike and walk and ski. It would be fantastic to have that
available right here in Chelsea!

Chelsea

Bill Syrros
Bob Flood

Bonnie Boychuk
Bonnie Kumer
Bonnie Pankiw
Brad Deforge
Brad Green

Brad Stewart
Brend Petersen

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Brian Ray

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Chelsea
The trail is the most important active transportation
infrastructure in the community. It would be a shame if this
opportunity was wasted for a few more years.

Brian Redmond
Bridget Kulas Watters
Brigitte Gagne
Brigitte Pinard

Development of trails and community.
A healthy choice for the community.
Chelsea by the sea (river) rather than by road!
I want more opportunities to travel within Chelsea by
bicycle.
Where to begin ... Safety, beauty, economy,..,
For all the reasons listed on the physician’s letter
C'est proche de chez nous et tres pratique pour notre
communaute.
Ameliorer la sante publique.
Parce que j'aime marcher et courir. Et que c'est un bel
heritage de laisser aux futures generations.
As a lifelong resident of Chelsea, I would like to express my
full support for the Rails to Trails project. I believe
everyone in our community would benefit from this
amazing, multi-use path and hope that you take the
people's opinion into consideration.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Bryden Arndt

Pour avoir un lien securitaire pour les deplacements en
velo de facon securitaire selon les normes proposees par
velo quebec en harmonie avec notre environnement.

Chelsea

Callum Bender
Camille Beland
Camille Delaquis

Active living, safety, tourism.
Active living, safety, tourism.
Community. Safety for our kids. Health and fitness.
Fostering an appreciation and stewardship of the river.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Carla Schnitzler Hall

Safe place for activities. Don't have to worry about cars.

Chelsea

Carol Thiessen

My fiance and I live within walking distance to the railroad,
and we would love somewhere to safely walk with our 6month-old. Scott road and the 5 are both too busy with
shoulders that are unfriendly for pedestrians. Plus, walking
in nature is better anyway! Nature is what Chelsea is all
about.

Chelsea

Brigitte Raby
Britney Amarica
Bruce Devine
Bryan Flannigan
Bryan Poirier
Bryan Snow

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Carole Bates

Commentaires/Comments
Hi, my name is Callum and I am 11.I think that a trail will
help connect parts of Chelsea and it will help me visit my
friends. ;-)

Ville/City
Chelsea

Carole Bellehumeur

Piste cyclable securitaire pour la famille, course, lien entre
les quartiers
Transformer le sentier en sentier est une excellente idee. Il
y a dejde des gens qui l'utilise pour marcher, pourquoi ne
pas le rendre plus accessible aux velos et de tous

Chelsea

Carole Knight

Carole Sirois
Carolyn Mcgill

Chelsea

The trail option would benefit most people in the
Chelsea
municipality.
The trail will provide an important means for all ages to
Chelsea
stay healthy and fit all year round (as it does now in the
winter), and a key way to link the communities in Chelsea. I
live on the tracks and I support the trail.

Carolyn Mitrow
Carolyn Smart
Carrie Munroe

Already ski and would like to bike as well
Pour faciliter un mode de vie active...
Parce que j’adore le plein air et ce sera un beau corridor
pour marcher et rouler veelo.....ou pour faire du ski de
fonds l’hiver venu....

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Carrie Wallace

C'est une attraction NATURELLE de la region, qui est une
partie de son tresor et de son histoire!
The proposed trail will provide a year-round access to all
for recreation, fitness activities, safe community travel. A
perfect use for this space along the river.

Chelsea

Catherine Harrison

I feel that adapting the tracks is important for recreational
purposes for the Chelsea community and to provide an
alternative way for people to commute.

Chelsea

Catherine Hobbs
Catherine Mcclinton

To keep active and to safely connect our community.
It will connect the population with our beautiful region and
other towns especially now that the highway is in. It's a
beautiful and safe way to explore the area and it is acitive

Chelsea
Chelsea

Catherine Pawley
Catherine Potvin
Catherine Robin

Connectivity in the community.
Pour pouvoir enfin profiter de ce corridor exceptionnel
I live by the train track and would love to see it used as a
trail. It's not currently useable everywhere, and cycling is
impossible.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Catherine Berard

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Catherine Roy

Commentaires/Comments
For skiing, walking and biking, this is an excellent idea.
There is so much ski and bike tourism in Chelsea/La Peche,
this can only augment that. Also, it's safer for some
commuters, easier for older people to walk and kids to
learn to bike. It can only be an asset. I expect it will put all
our communities more on the travel map than ever.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Catherine Traer
Cathy Dufour

To enjoy public spaces
A corridor for walking, skiing that will preclude motorized
vehicles
Pour la marche et le velo en famille et pour les enfants.
Tisser plus de lien dans la communaute
I can ride to work almost entirely away from traffic.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if I could also do that through the
town I live in, and with family?

Chelsea
Chelsea

Cathy LetourneauCrowley
Cedric Eveleigh

Celine De Guise
Celine Genest
Celine Lauriault

Chelsea
Chelsea

Because I am a resident of Chelsea and use the trails on a
Chelsea
regular basis.
Love the idea!
Chelsea
I am a long-standing resident of Chelsea and despite having Chelsea
access to wonderful recreational tras in the park, we are
lacking safe trails for commuters and children to ride along
the 105. I think this is a wonderful addition to our
community

Celyane Couture

It is a necessity for the Chelsea community and the future
of our children's health and happiness. Exercise and safely
enjoying the community away from the highway make for
a pleasant family, community experience. All will benefit.

Chelsea

Celyne Dussault

This is important to me because I love bikes, skiing, and the
river.
Parce que la qualite de vie est une priorite pour moi
comme citoyenne de Chelsea
We need to increase opportunities and environments that
encourage residents of all ages to enjoy nature and the
benefits of SAFE, local outdoor activities!

Chelsea

Chanel CharetteHamelin
Chantal Gaudet

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Chantal Joanis

Commentaires/Comments
Pour pouvoir faire de la marche, du velo, de la raquette et
du ski de fond en toute securite - PRIMORDIAL pour moi de
ne pas avoir de faire du velo sur la route 105 qui est trop
achalandee et pas assez de place pour les cyclistes. Propice
pour le tourisme et aidera de faire revivre La Peche, belle
communaute aux abords de la riviire.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Chantal Rivard

Il ne faut pas se priver de cette chance fantastique que
nous avons d'avoir un si beau sentier qui longent la riviire
reliant le sud et le nord de Chelsea. Tout le monde y
trouvera son compte; attrait recreatif, sportif, moyen de
transport, etc.

Chelsea

Charles Deschanps
Charles-Antoine
Bachand
Charlie Part

Pour des raisons de sante
Afin de pouvoir profiter d'une piste cyclable tout pris de
chez moi.
I think that something needs to be done with this space
and I strongly support a trail for non-motorized quiet
activities. Also, it increases the safety of the residents by
offering an alternative to being on the 105.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Charlotte Connolly

This trail would be safer for biking. The 105 is dangerous.

Chelsea

Chloe Piche
Chloe Redmond

We love 'playing' outside
We desperately need safe passage between chelsea and
the hull cycling trails. The roads are too dangerous for
cyclists

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chris Boehm
Chris Gerrard
Chris Lemay

...
Believe this is a good opportunity for the community
I would use the trails for running, biking, and walking my
dog!
Parce que ce sentier serait une voie parfaite pour la
communaute!!!!
Profiter du plein air
Safe means of travel. Great rec use of corridor. I can't
fathom how this would not be supported.
Recreation opportunities are essential to having a high
quality of life, and perhaps the main reason I chose to live
in Chelsea. The rail trail will make a significant positive
impact on the community.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chris Mick
Chris Pawluk
Christal Dionne
Christian Gagnier

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Christina Hawley

Commentaires/Comments
Let's do everything to keep our green spaces and promote
alternate transportation and leisure space.
Family and community living.
The tracks are a community asset and using them to create
a trail is very important to me. A safe and healthy option
for all community members to connect to schools, services,
shops, neighbours, and nature - that's important!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Christine Faveri
Christine Rankin

Pour mes enfants.
Creates better access to the river and makes use of the
land for everyone's benefit. Safe path to connect the
communities along the river.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Christopher Weber
Claire Berard

Love to walk, run on safe nature trails.
Safer alternative, in particular for children and teenagers,
to ride a bike than on Hwy 105. This age group can more
safely connect with their friends, activities, and summer
jobs.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Claire Landry
Claire Miquet

For my kids and their kids!
Chelsea
We live on the hwy 105 and I use the tracks daily to walk
Chelsea
my dog, walk myself, ski in winter, access the river and
commute to visit friends. I would love a safe and relaxing
alternative to moving up and down the Chelsea corridor
with kids, friends, aging parents and pets vs risking our
lives walking or biking on the Hwy 105. This is one way to
show that Council takes seriously the Chelsea resident's
concerns about road /pedestrian/cyclist safety, particularly
in Gleneagle quadrant. I hope that, as a community, we can
look for more ways to help make Chelsea a place where
people want to live and play... And stay.

Clara Silcoff

It would be a year-round corridor that links communities
and provides for safe walking, biking, rollerblading, and
skiing. It would serve the greater community, as opposed
to just the few whose property happens to border the train
tracks, and who would like to claim that land as their own
despite not paying the cost of nor the taxes for that land.

Christine De Groot
Christine Denis

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Claude Cousineau

Commentaires/Comments
An important opportunity to provide a safe, green
transportation corridor that will connect the community.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Claude Motard

Pistes multifonctionnelles, recreatives et non
performantes sportiven=ment parlant
To be able to have a safe way to reach La Peche and places
in Chelsea by bike
Transforming a railway corridor to a public multi-use
corridor is supporting less carbon intensive modes of
transportation, encouraging outdoor activities, and
supporting people's connection with nature.

Chelsea

Clementine Mattesco

I am so uncomfortable biking on the road, so it means I can
not go and visit friends on my own and I am completely
dependant on cars.

Chelsea

Coleen Courtney

Chelsea fait l'envie des autres municipalites alors que nous
possedons dejde un corridor publique de plus de 20km qui
longe l'historique et magnifique riviire de la Gatineau.
Quelle opportunite! Transport, vie active et plein air pour
tous.

Chelsea

Colette Kelso
Connor Fehr

Physical promotion
Because I will be able to bike and run safely on a beautiful
scenic route.
Plus ecologique que le train et une alternative securitaire
de la 105,
En tant que residente de Chelsea, je considire qu'il est
benefique que la communaute puisse concretiser la
transformation du chemin de fer en un sentier pour
vehicules non-motorises. Ce sentier sera un moyen
formidable de se deplacer de facon securitaire, ecologique
et economique dans Chelsea. C'est un projet benefique
pour les residents mais aussi les visiteurs de Chelsea!

Chelsea
Chelsea

Very important, NCC trails are too busy, we need
something for locals. There are very few areas to walk our
dogs, it will be safer for children than biking on the
highway. The railways are just wasted space, make
something valuable out of them.....

Chelsea

Claudine HaddrellAnning
Clement Bouchard

Correne Giles
Craig Gerrie

Craig Smith

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Cynthia Gagnon

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
In the months, outside of winter I like to walk along the
Chelsea
tracks and often wish I could use the space for running. The
tracks run in front of my home and I don't feel safe to run
on the highway. It would be an excellent use of the tracks!

Cynthia Grice

I would be able to bike to work everyday which would save
gas and reduce my carbon footprint
A step in the right direction to provide alternatives to
motor vehicle transportation
Because I have children who love to ride their bikes, and I
want them to have safer options as they grow up.

Chelsea

Dan Dorion
Dan Fraser
Dan Fuleki

Walk, ride and ski
Great idea
Very close to our house and would be great to have paths
that are safe for our children's instead of biking on the 105
to access things.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Dan Maruska

It’s a valuable resource for our community just waiting to
be used and enjoyed.
A safe place to walk for the family.
The trail is public property and represents a unique
opportunity to allow the same public to enjoy its use
There is no train and no one can afford to get the train
back. Let's use the space for something else like a trail.

Chelsea

I think it would help connect Chelsea and create an
enjoyable community space!
A safe and easy way to cycle with my kids.
We need a safe bike path in the community, a route that
affords access to the community at large and a lovely path
to take liesurely evening walks on, among other things.

Chelsea

Danielle Bergeron
Danielle Medland

Mode de vie actif et transport alternatif
Je marche tous les matins et il serait tellement plus
agreable et securitaire de marcher sur un sentier dans la
nature que sur l'acottement de la route 105.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Danielle Pronovost
Danielle Tanguay
Daniile Cyr

Le plein air ets ma priorite.
Attraction touristique
Deplacement securitaire en velo pour la famiile

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Dale O'neill
Dan Benoit

Danie Dubƒó
Daniel Cross
Daniel Dutrisac

Daniel Larabie
Daniel Levert
Daniel Mallett

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Daphne Jurgens
D'arcy Hutton

Commentaires/Comments
Tourisme regional
The conversion of the rail to a bike e walking path will
enable our family to commute safely to Chelsea and
beyond thus avoiding a very busy and dangerous highway
105

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea

Darlene Dessureault

Pour me permettre de faire du velo, de la marche en toute
securite dans un corridor protege. En meme temps, c'est
une carte de bienvenue extra pour attirer les touristes, au
meme titre que le parc lineaire des Laurentides l'est pour
pour les municipalites environnantes.

Chelsea

David Beattie
David Bols
David Collins

Safe transportation
Je marche ou ski plus de 20 km par semaine, securite.
Facon securitaire de circuler en direction nord jusqu'de La
Peche (de pied, en velo, en raquette, en ski de fond) en
pleine nature.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

David Maitland

Pour pratiquer le velo et le ski de fond en toute securite

Chelsea

David Paquette

Although i have some reservations about the long-term
costs of maintaining the proposed multiuse path, I support
the consultation and evaluation process. It would be great
to have this path

Chelsea

David Shantz

We all use the tracks already. Let's turn this beautiful route
into something that will benefit the residents of Chelsea,
into a tourist attraction, into a viable means of bike
commuting to the city -- there are only upsides. I grew up
right on the tracks. I can't think of any reasonable
downside to this development. More trails less rails!!

Chelsea

David Snow

Safe, beautiful place to bike as a family, would be able to
open river access to the community, greatly improve
quality of life in Chelsea. It should be shared.

Chelsea

David Thorpe

I like the idea of a non-motorized link between the north
and south ends of Chelsea. As well, since the rail bed is
public property, I think we should make use of it.

Chelsea

Davis Harris

My family can have somewhere to bike, a great community
project,

Chelsea

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Dean Mallory
Deanna Young

Commentaires/Comments
Be active
It is obvious that the abandoned rail line would make a
beautiful, family-oriented trail linking the riverside
communities of Chelsea together.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea

Deirdre Rask
Deirdre Sims
Delphine Bishop

Moyen de transport et recreatif
We need to connect the community. Big time,
This initiative allows individuals and families safe
responsible access to experience the natural beauty where
they live through healthy pursuits.... And will benefit all.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Delphine Dubrous

To provide a safe and scenic venue for outdoor activities
for everybody.
I walk my dogs on the railroad and it’s a nightmare, live a
short walk up the street from them and would love the
rails to be turned into a path rather than sit there and,
frankly, be a safety hazard.

Chelsea

Denis Charron
Denis Rheaume

Health, exercise, safety
Safe option for running, safe option to take guests with
small children out for a bike ride, post-dinner walk with
visiting parents, convenient and safe route to and from
Freshmart (cuts down on short car trips).

Chelsea
Chelsea

Denise Perron
Denise Workun
Derek Clairoux

It would be a wonderful addition to the Community
Links the community, safe for children
I believe that the walking trail will promote healthy living
and a sense of shared community. I love the network of
walking trails in England, where there is public access to
private land.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Derek Medland

Seems like an ideal opportunity that should not go to
waste. Provides a place to walk and jog and cross country
ski. You cannot go for a leisurely walk on the 105.

Chelsea

Diane Brochu King

Running, cycling, going with friends, enjoying outdoors
without hassle of driving, on quiet, safe path with scenic
views.

Chelsea

Diane Renaud

Ce serait un sentier naturel magnifique permettant toute
une suite d’activitees plein air dans la reegion
Pour inciter les gens de faire de l'activite physique
Loisir pour les residents et touristes
Loisir pour les residents et touristes

Chelsea

Denis Catafard

Dominic Therrien
Dominick Meloche
Dominique Grant
Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Dominique Lemieux
Dominique Myre

Commentaires/Comments
Accis gratuit possible de tous
Cycling is an environmentally sound and healthy means of
transport and recreational activity that should be
encouraged. The rails to trails project will provide a safe
and beautiful cycling option through our community and
will encourage more Chelsea residents to cycle to work.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea

Donna Gagnon
Donna Troop
Doug King
Doug Mcconnachie

To have a safe area to walk, run and bike in summer
Safety
For health reasons and for safe transportation
Active transportation, safety and connection to the
community by means other than by car.
Activite de plein air
Important for our kids!
This is important to me and my family. I live near the
railway corridor and fully support its conversion to a
community trail. This trail would be used by the whole
community. It would provide my children with a safe path
to travel into Chelsea village away from busy roads.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Edward Pitula

Pour conserver cet espace et le transformer afin que tous
les residents puissent en profiter pour ameliorer leur
qualite de vie et de loisirs. Bravo et merci!

Chelsea

Eileen Castleman

I have been a resident of Chelsea for over 17 years and
walk my dogs every day on the tracks, it is not maintain
during the summer since the train has stopped running. It
would be nice to be able to have a real trail to walk our
dogs and enjoy the sites. It would also be safer as it is very
difficult to walk down there now with the big rocks that
have been installed in the tracks years ago. My signing of
this petition is in support of the trail but only if our dogs
are allowed access as well. If not I am not supporting this
effort.

Chelsea

Eilert Weiske

Supports Chelsea residents needs and is financially
accessible to all
Shared, family recreation opportunities for all Chelsea
communities

Chelsea

Dounia Dussault
Ed Hanrahan
Edith St-Hilaire

Elaine Sabourin

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Elijah Kunstadt

Commentaires/Comments
Environment, health, community. What else is there? Oh
yeah, economy. The pre-occupation of governments. That
will take care of itself.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Elisabeth VEYRAT
Elissa Beaulieu

Recreational opportunities for all ages
Pour pouvoir avoir un endroit agreeable de chelsea pour
faire du veelo en famille
Whats important to me is that the community of Chelsea is
first and formost a comunity. From my perspective
arguments over needs and wants does not bring grace and
understanding into the mindset of a highly motivated,
pasionate, successful population. In short its going to take
time. The trail itself is an addition to my lifestyle yes, but i
can see for some its a lisbility. In time, more and more
might see the benifit of a trail but I hope not at the
expense of comunity.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Ellie Wilkinson

Quality of life, connection, clean and fun transportation

Chelsea

Elly Adeland

Important for reasons of community building, the
Chelsea
environment and health and fitness. Let’s give our children
a safe corridor to ride their bikes.

Emilie Carter

I want to use the trail for my morning run. I run along the
105 now, and there is too much traffic.
For enjoying our community, beautiful surroundings and
for safety.
Cycling, our property fronts the corridor
Pour pouvoir pratiquer des activites en toute securite avec
des sentiers balises
I can bike and cross country ski to school and to visit my
friends! My parents won't have to drive me.
Le trace est dejde lde, et il est formidablement situe le long
de la riviire en unissant les differents quartiers de Chelsea.
Il peut offrir de tous un lieu de deplacement agreable,
sportif ou paisible, selon les allures. C'est egalement, pour
nos enfants, un moyen securitaire de se deplacer nord/sud
en evitant la route 105! C'est enfin donner au plus grand
nombre l'accis de la riviire de la Gatineau, sur un parcours
accessible.

Elizabeth Mamonko

Emilie Potvin
Emily Dwyer
Emily White
Eric Kunstadt
Eric Langlois Langlois

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Eric Leclair

Commentaires/Comments
J'habite tout pris du sentier je voudrais tellement pouvoir
l'utiliser 12 mois par annee
Safe alternative to walking/biking on the 105
Links community in a safe way for all ages to get out of
their cars and be active.
I believe in supporting community spaces that protect the
environment!
Ameliorer le transport non motorise de Chelsea.
Yes, because thats what Chelsea is all about.
I want my kids to have somewhere safe and fun to bike and
run !! We live in Chelsea because we love nature and the
outdoors- less time in our cars please!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Use this trail lots and think that a trail would make the area
much more accessible.
Love to be active and fit with my family. We will reduce use
of cars and traffic.
Nous habitons tout pris!
This makes sense. I've had the pleasure of using trails in
other municipalities that were also converted from rails they are simply great.

Chelsea

Parce que j'aimerais que mes futurs enfants soit en
securite lors de leurs promenade a velo dans chelsea.
Promotes a healthy lifestyle for all ages and would provide
a safe corridor for cyclists to perform exercise.

Chelsea

Ewen Eberhardt

The path will support active living and a means to safely
travel the length of our municipality. All while interacting
with our neighbours in a beautiful setting. Looking forward
to it - the time is now!

Chelsea

Ezio Brun Del Re

Une telle piste permettrait aux residents de Chelsea de
circuler de la grandeur de la municipalite de velo (sans
toujours risque d'etre heurte par des vehicules / absence
de trotoirs sur la route 105). Donnerait de la valeur au
secteur et contriburait de l'essor des commerces locaux.

Chelsea

F Noftle
Fabien Coulombe
Fabien Lefebvre

Safe biking!
It would make a wonderful addition to our community!
Would be one of the best community recreational facilities
in Chelsea.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Eric Maisonneuve
Eric Munro
Eric Partington
Eric Racine
Erica Bernstein
Erik Rask

Erin Downey
Erin Gregg
Erin Woodley
Ethan Denovan

Etienne Boursier
Evan Lewis

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Farah Perodin

Commentaires/Comments
I don't bike in Chelsea because the routes are unsafe and
unpleasant. It is my least favourite thing about the
community that i have to drive everywhere and there are
not other safe options

Farrah Bieri

We would benefit so much from a community trail like this, Chelsea
as a family!
Having grown up in Chelsea, the tracks were my adventure Chelsea
highway. The 105 was too dangerous to walk on. Rails to
Trails would connect the community, create a safe space to
travel away from the road and be a beautiful path for
running, biking, skiing, or walking, all year long.

Fay Hjartarson

Ville/City
Chelsea

Felix Bouffard
Fergus Maclaren

Cuz
J'ai 11 ans et je ne peux pas faire du velo car la 105 est trop
dangereuse. Cette piste cyclable est tris importante pour
nous. Sinon, c'est un espace perdu.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Fiona Fahey

Recreation options, particularly for my children. And to
facilitate community-building.
For the community for the kids
We need more space away from traffic to go out and enjoy
nature with our kids and grand kids. Our local roads were
designed before biking and walking became popular
activities, and the increased road traffic makes it unsafe for
these activities. This trail allows people a safe environment
for moving around our communities.

Chelsea

An active life is a healthy life and this makes participation
in Chelsea much more accessible
I live next to the track w my two youg boys and I
STRONGLY support the multiuse trail for commuting
Abc
Je veux voir un endroit securitaire ou on peut se balader en
famille en profitant de notre belle region. Ca developpe
liesprit communautaire et encoutrge le cyclo-tourisme a
Chlesea.

Chelsea

Pour une vie saine et active
I live in Chelsea and I have walked on the tracks for years. I
believe turning the old rails into a safe trail for all will add a
tremendous asset to the community.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Fiona Hennessy
Florencia Jubany

France Corbeil
Frances Curry
Francine Bourgon
Francine Drapeau

Francine Jobin
Francine Lanteigne

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
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Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Francine Leblanc

Commentaires/Comments
Car, je crois que ce est une belle opportunite de pouvoir
decouvrir notre beau parc de la Gatineau en velo, de la
marche ou en ski de fond!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Francis Tavenier

It's a community benefit to improve what is already being
used as a trail
Exercising outside in nature makes people happier and
healthier and the rail trail is a perfect location for families
and individuals to appreciate the beauty of our area.

Chelsea

Francois Faucher

Much needed safe and beautiful path to get from
neighbourhood to neighbourhood within our community;
for children and people of all ages; on foot, bicycle, skis.
Also, a safe bicycle friendly commute to work in city. Aligns
perfectly with the Chelsea vision: environmentally friendly;
inclusive community building; fresh air exercise; and access
to and thus inspiration for collective action to protect our
natural environments like Gatineau River and its shoreline
which belongs to all of us.

Chelsea

Francois JOLY

Safe way for children and adults to move around Chelsea.
Deminish dependency on car - better for the environment.
Healthier livestyle.

Chelsea

Francois Lafliche

Chelsea est une municipalite de plein air et en plus de
profiter du grand air, ce sentier nous permettrait de
securiser les deplacements entre les differents quartiers.

Chelsea

Francois Lafreniere

This will be a great way to connect all of the small enclaves
along the Gatineau River between Chelsea and La Peche,
and will allow us to walk or cycle to see friends.

Chelsea

Francois Leclerc

Safe walking and biking. Enhancing quality of living and
community life in Chelsea and Affordable vs joining a
health club, etc..

Chelsea

Francois Leduc

Parce que j'aime demeurer dans un environnement vert et
paisible.
Un bel atout pour la region, et un beau trajet (securitaire)
pour ce rendre de La Peche.
Pour me garder en forme tout en restant dans ma
communaute.

Chelsea

Francois Dubrous

Francois Masse
Francois Ouimet

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Francois Renaud

Commentaires/Comments
Sante publique; physique et mentale. Activites et exercices
familiales en plein air accessibles et abordables pour tous.
Partage de la richesse et de la beaute de notre
communaute.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Francoise Dumont

I am from a small town where one meets one’s neighbors
on the streets in the town centre. This could be like the
main promenade where one could meet one’s neighbors
and friends.

Chelsea

Frank Lohmann

Connectivity through self propelled transportation is part
of the clean future. There is no way around it.
Beau projet favorisant l'activite physique dans notre
communaute
Agrement de notre municipalite, piste cyclable securitaire
importante et attrait touristique de marque
Velo, marche, sport l'hiver etc.
Accis au bord de l'eau et developpement d'un sentier pour
velos, pedestre et ski de fonds
Transport actif et securitaire
Lien securitaire entre les secteurs. Accis aux infrastructures
du village pour les plus jeunes demeurant loin du centre.
Mettre en valeur les berges de la riviire.

Chelsea

Gail Partington

Une alternative securitaire de la route 105 pour le velo et
la course, et favoriser le developpement de Chelsea d'un
pole de loisirs actifs.

Chelsea

Gala Loncke
Garry Tarr

We love hicking
As a resident of Chelsea, this will give us the opportunity to
use this path and promote it as a great tourist attraction.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Garth Roy
Gary Mouland

Pour une piste cyclable familiale et securitaire!!!
For safe and healthy commuting and to connect Chelsea
neighbourhoods. Especially for children!
Pour accis et rendone en velo.
.
Permettre le transport durable actif et securitaire.
Je voudrais pouvoir faire du velo en toute securite avec
mes amis.
Jaime beaucoup ca pour le ski de fond

Chelsea
Chelsea

Frederic Lavoie
Frederic Verlez
Gabriel Blouin-Demers
Gabrielle Rainville
Gaetan Seguin
Gaetane Lemaire

Gayle Ekstrand
Geneviive Hebert
Geneviive Lafreniire
Geoff Barrett
Geoffrey Green

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
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Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
George Fouriezos

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Pour permettre aux gens de la communaute de profiter des Chelsea
sentiers en toute securite et d'apprecier l'environnement

George Gaty

The rails to trails corridor will attract seniors and young
children to walk, cycle and ski due to the flatter tourain. It
creates a healthier community. It also provides a safer
connection with family friends and neighbors. Please
please make this trail a priority ASAP. Thank you Gail
Partington

Chelsea

George Rogerson
Gerard Legult

Super projet!
The old Chelsea railbed would make an exceptionally
beautiful trail for non-motorized recreation. Opening the
trail would also be good for tourist-oriented small business
in Chelsea.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Ghislaine Martineau

I live on the 105 and I have teenage children. This will give
them a way to travel safely to friends, to school and to
potential future employments. The newly paved 105 is
great, but dangerous for bikers.

Chelsea

Ghyslain Roy

Great opportunity for the communities. Green
infrastructure - additional options for commuting.
Healthy community asset for all.
A year-round trail which families and children could use to
get to school, friends' homes and the village would be a
wonderful step towards making our community less cardependent.

Chelsea

Une merveilleuse utilisation de ce sentier abandonne!
Want a safe place for my kids to travel north/south in
Chelsea
It is a wonderful and important project. It will be great for
our kids, our seniors, our community. It will be a safe
alternative. It will raise property values. It makes sense.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Excellent recreation and a far safer commute than Hwy
105.
Encourages outdoor recreational activity and fossil fuel
free travel from Chelsea toward La Peche

Chelsea

Gilbert Marois
Giles Morrell

Gilles Roussel
Ginette Daviau
Giorgio Tasca

Glorianne Pelletier
Gord Hill

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Gordon Mamen

Commentaires/Comments
We need an alternative to route 105 to travel North-South
in the Gatineau. Many bikers, hikers, walkers and skiers
would use this type of trail. The 105 is a dangerous route
for non-motorized traffic!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Gordon Pinchbeck
Grazina Macdonald
Greg Boone

Community link
Pour la santee, la marche, le veelo etc.
We are residents of Chelsea and have been using the trail
this winter with our fat bikes. It is absolutely beautiful!

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Greg CHRISTIE

I am an avid cyclist and the cyclepath would be more
secure than the road and promote cycling for familes in a a
secure, nice scenery environment.

Chelsea

Greg Mcguire

The gorgeous views from walking and cycling along the
Gatineau are a heritage to be cherished by a new
generation of Chelseaites.

Chelsea

Greg Miller

Parce que je prefire le plein air de un train qui fait du bruit
et de la pollution.
Occasion unique de participer de la decision et de profiter
du sentier de proximite de ma residence.
Important to have an accessible and safe path in the
neighborhood for walking and biking.
Green!
Connectivity, recreation, sport (ski and bike), making public
space available to all residents
Health, fitness, community connection
I like to walk and cycle rail trails as they give me safe linear
access to the countryside. They also preserve our railway
history and provide a corridor for wildlife.

Chelsea

Harry Nowell

The benefits of enabling all community members to enjoy
clean fresh air and wonderful views while walking dogs or
children, running, biking, tricycling, wheelchairing, etc
amongst neighbours seem clear to me. It shall, quite
literally, bring a great community together.

Chelsea

Heath Baxa

So that we may commute to the city safely on our bikes
and enjoy an accessible riverside walking path.
A safe corridor giving all a link to the community of
Chelsea.
Active transportation

Chelsea

Greg Wiebe
Gustavo Alvarez
Guy Follen
Guy Jutras
Guylaine Gervais
Hanako Cardinal

Heather Crooks
Heather Gilmour
Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Heather Macdonald

Commentaires/Comments
Bike commuting, pleasure, safety for kids, it's important for
the community
Chelsea needs a multiuse winter trail, and it's also a
fantastic transportation corridor
Rails to trails promotes recreation that is healthy and
reduces dependence on cars.
Sports and nature
Because we don't have accessible cycling or walking trails
in Chelsea - and would be nice to share the view of the
lovely Gatineau River!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Pour profiter et partager cette belle nature de la
Gatineau... Vive le grand air !!!!!!!!!!!
I live in Chelsea near the train tracks and would live a
multi-purpose path along the river for my family to use.

Chelsea

Heline Gagne

This project would enhance the community and allow for
easier access to biking and walking trails, especially for
young families.

Chelsea

Heline Lavallee

Connection entre les differents quartiers de Chelsea.
Deplacements actifs.
The railway corridor is public property and a great
opportunity to allow an alternative to Highway 105 for
cyclists to commute from Chelsea towards Hull.

Chelsea

Heline Sala√ºn
Henrike Sanne

Sustainable and safe transportation in Chelsea.
I feel strongly that this would provide a safe way for my
family to travel within Chelsea. And I believe it's a great
community building initiative.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Holley Radford
Horst Intscher

Safe, active transportation corridor
It's so important - vital actually - that people have as many
opportunities as possible to get outside, be active,
experience natural environments and community. This
project represents all of these opportunities... And keeps
us connected to each other and aspects of the heritage of
the region. Yes to Rails2Trails! Heather macdonald

Chelsea
Chelsea

Howard Krongold

Fitness, Health and saving Beauty of the Land, Children and
their Health and recreation.
This will improve safety for children and promote regular
activity in our community.

Chelsea

Heawon Chun
Heidi Chestnut
Heidi Von Graevenitz
Helen Haworth

Helen Mackinnon
Heline Bellemare

Heline Levesque

Hugo Gherbavaz

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Hugues Proulx

Commentaires/Comments
For reasons of safety, especially for my children, for
community building- visiting friends, for health and
physical exercise. For the pleasure and serenity of a
beautiful walk along the Gatineau River. Because it's ours!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Iain Radford
Ian Bird
Ilona Montgomery

Stay healthy
Community health and safe cycling for our kids.
Pour pouvoir rester active de facon securitaire et loin de la
pollution des vehicules motorises
The trail would provide a great fitness opportunity for our
community. Also, any business generated would be in
Chelsea and not passing us by (train)

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Isaac Goldberg

Chelsea

Isabelle Blais

My husband and I are lovers of nature, we love to take long Chelsea
walks and we love to cycle so in both cases this trail would
be wonderful for us.

Isabelle Bourdon

Randonnee et velo dans des lieux champetres et
securitaires ainsi que moyen de se relier de Gatineau en
velo

Chelsea

Isabelle Mcgibney
Isabelle Menard

Pour aller travailler!
This is important for me because this trail will provide safe,
inexpensive and healthy exercising opportunities for
people of all age groups.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Isabelle Ouellet
Isabelle Roberge
Isabelle Veilleux
Isael Poirier
Jack Des Brisay
Jack Silcoff
Jackie Mercer
Jacobus Voorneveld

Access to safe walking and cycling trails for my family
Better for riding bikes
To support rails to trails.
Beau projet!
Good activity for the family.
Connect communities
I support rails to trails
I live in Chelsea and support this project which would make
it safe for children and adults - giving us an alternative to
having to use the dangerous 105

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Jacqueline Biron

I'd love to have the rail system become a trail so that my
family and I can take advantage of access all year for all the
outside activities we do. It's a healthy option and safe
alternative to the 105 for biking, running, showshoeing etc.
I'm willing to help!

Chelsea

Jacques Bourgeoi

Because i want to use it for Work!!

Chelsea

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Jacques Carignan

Commentaires/Comments
Un espace pour le velo et le patin a roue alligne! Donc le
sentier devrait etre inclusif pour plusieurs sports non
motorise! Incluant la plache a roulette!

Jacques Gagnon

We are a very active family (two young children) and would Chelsea
love to be able to cycle in Chelsea (as we presently have no
safe roads to cycle on).

Jacques Lafleur

Endroit securitaire pour pratiquer des activites de plein air
en famille et entre amis
Ma communaute!
Preserver la nature, encourager l'activite physique et
faciliter la communication dans la municipalite.
Pouvoir l'utiliser pour la course de pied et le velo. Surtout
pour mes enfants afin qu'ils puissent aller visiter leurs amis
en securite.

Chelsea

Jacynthe Lafreniire

Turning an underused piece land into a multi functional
trail sounds like a fantastic project with potential benefits
with regards to neighbourhood connectivity, removing cars
from the road and more.

Chelsea

James Duncan
James Grimes
James Stephens

Health and happiness for man and dog
Biking!
Looking forward to a space to run, cycle and just enjoy
nature.
Because the train is whack and a trail would be woke af!!;D

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

A beautiful project to bring the community together yearround.
Right in my backyard, I'd like to hand this down to my
daughters so their kids can also enjoy a bit of paradise

Chelsea

Jana Clipsham

Le train ne reviendra pas et cette voie sera mieux utilisee
pour les activites des residents de Chelsea et attirera aussi
des touristes. Residents en meilleure sante!

Chelsea

Jane Gaudet

Etant utilisateur du parc pour le ski et surtout la course de
pied, ce corridor est tout indique pour permettre la
pratique de mes sports favoris dans un site protege.

Chelsea

Jacques Sabourin
Jacques Tasse
Jacques-Antoine Dube

James Voorneveld
Jamie Kallio
Jamie Mason

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Jane Macintyre

Commentaires/Comments
Le corridor actuel de la voie ferree est un bijou naturel
pour lequel nous devons maximiser son utilisation et le
rendre accessible de tous les residants et ce de l'annee
longue.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Jane Tucker

Je suis un des utilisateurs du sentier pour le ski de fond et
j'ai h√¢te de l'utiliser pour le velo en toute securite avec
ses paysages merveilleux comparativement de la
dangereuse 105.

Chelsea

Jane Walford-Gravel

We go out in the Laurentiens to ride, walk on trails like that Chelsea
,we have one here ,let's make it happen :)
Un aire parfait pour de multiples activites, ete comme
Chelsea
hiver qui profitera a tous!
Ce magnifique passage doit etre accessibles aux gens de la Chelsea
region de maniire securitaire toute l'annee. Pour favoriser
le transport actif et pour mettre en valeur les attraits
spectaculaires de la riviire Gatineau.

Janet Intscher
Janey Crook

Janie Matte
Jasmin Lidington

I use the trails 3 to 4 times a week
Conversion of the railway corridor is important to me since
it would provide a safe, community-bonding north south
link to Chelsea.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Jasmine Workun-Hill

Having a car-free place to bike and walk would really
increase the quality and of life and safety of Chelsea
residents. Way more than a tourist train passing through
twice a day from May to October.

Chelsea

Jason Gray

I live on the Gatineau River and it will “change” my life for
the better....it will be great...it should have been done by
now....it is a great resource that we need to get done now
and get done right. It is too bad that a “vocal few” are
holding the rest of us by the balls...because they don’t like
change.

Chelsea

Jay Lambert

It is important to me because a path for biking, walking and Chelsea
running without cars or other motorized vehicles will
provided a safe place for people of all ages to learn how to
bike or travel from neighbor to neighbor. It also stimulates
more people to be more active, see more people in their
community and thus have a life that is healthier both
physically and mentally.

Jean Dupont

Chelsea

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Jean Lacroix
Jean Pierre Paquet
Jean Pigeon

Commentaires/Comments
Having a bike/walk/ski path will make for a more pleasant
existence in this gorgeous place
Safe means of travel between parts of community
I believe that the rail line should be used as a recreational
trail to connect communities and encourage a healthy
lifestyle.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Jean Renaud

It is important for us be close to nature as much as possible Chelsea
and this would be a big help. Just make sure we can walk
our dogs because they are part of nature and need it too.

Jean Turpin
Jean-Arpad Francais

I would like to go bikkings on the old train track
This multiuse trail will be of benefit for all residents of
Chelsea. The corridor is public and residents have a right
to access this nonmotorized trail.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Jean-Bernard
Parenteau

For our children safety, for ease of transport to Chelsea, to
support the environment , to live a healthier lifestyle and
to more easily visit Sue and Alain!!

Chelsea

Jean-Daniel Wagner

I am a local resident and this would be a spectacular 4
season trail along wonderful stretch of river
Pour avoir un endroit securitaire pour faire de l'activite
physique pris de la 105.
I live along the River and love using the tracks to walk and
ski and they would be far more useful with the tracks
removed. This will be a massive betterment to our families
and many others ability to enjoy this natural corridor along
the rivers edge.

Chelsea

Jean-Francois Lapointe
Jean-Francsoi Godin

Pour plus profiter d'une si belle vue.
This would create a closer link to the NCC bike trail
network in Gatineau/Ottawa providing the option of a
much safer and enjoyable commute to the city.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Jean-Frederic Lafaille

The 105 is not safe for all users. We need a safe
recreation/commuter path for all.
Une bien onne chose
For an active community and for my children
Sante et bien-etre de la famille. Epanouissement de notre
communaute.

Chelsea

Jean-Francois Bureau
Jean-Francois Cyr

Jean-Luc Racine
Jean-Marc Boileau
Jean-Marc Lariviere

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Jean-Philipe Bourgeois

Commentaires/Comments
Ce projet est important pour moi afin de revaliroser ce
sentier qui est magnifique afin que la population puisse en
profiter

Ville/City
Chelsea

Jean-Yves Marchand
Jeff Hurley
Jeff Macdonald

Notre municipalite en est un de transports actif
Live in Chelsea and use the trail
This Project will contribute to enhancing access to nature
and healthy lifestyle while avoiding infrastructure waste. It
will further connect the community and recreate an
historic social axis along the river. A nice contrast to
highway development.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Jeff Meldrum

Il faut creer le plus de liens possibles non motorises au sein
de notre communaute.
Safe cycling trail without significant slopes
Because it is a good idea.
This would be a great addition to our community
Looking at the bike trail map from the Outaouais region,
makes you realize that Chelsea does not have many trails
compares to Hull/Gatineau/Aylmer. For someone like me
who loves biking, it is disappointing to have to load your
bike on the car and go to Hull/Gatineau/Aylmer to bike.

Chelsea

Jennifer Lalonde
Jennifer Mackenzie

Une belle activite de faire en famille!
Pour l'amelioration de notre milieu de vie, favoriser les
activites saine de plein air et consolider la vie
communautaire.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Jennifer Ruddy

Ce sentier va permettre de connecter Chelsea au reseau de
pistes cyclables de l'Outaouais. De plus, je pense que ca
ajoute de la valeur de nos proprietes.

Chelsea

Jennifer Warren-Part
Jenny Gignoux
Jenny Walker

Sante, loisirs, plein air
Being outside enjoying a nice route without stress
Pour tous les habitants de Chelsea et des environs qui
pourront profiter de cette initiative

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Jeff Sevigny
Jeffrey Furry
Jennifer Bellman
Jennifer Douglas

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Jeremy Gagne

Commentaires/Comments
Je suis totalement d'accord avec ce projet de condition que
ce sentier y soit en asphalte. En ayant un revetement en
asphalte, nous maximisons le potentiel des activites
possible et nous augmentons la qualite de l'air pour les
residents de proximite. La poussiire de roches, porte tris
bien son nom, elle genire une poussiire desagreable. Pas
trop certain que cette poussiire est si bonne pour la sante.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Jeremy Voorneveld
Jerry Shields

Outdoor recreation has to be at the forefront!
Having a trail along the river is really important for us all,
especially our kids, to profit from our beautiful location
and its nature. Priceless!

Chelsea
Chelsea

Jess Milton

It provides a safe cycling route for residents and gives
mobility and independence to young people.
I live there and want to be able to use it.
Train is dead, let the kids ride their bikes safely
The trail will connect our neighbourhoods and provide
amazing year-round recreation opportunities for all
Chelsea residents, especially our kids who have no safe
routes to travel to and from friends' houses. A trail will
mean some potential adjustments for folks living
immediately adjacent the tracks during the summer
months (in winter the trail will be same) we must take a
long- term view of the benefits of this project for current
and future residents. The trail will be a healthy, progressive
addition to our community life.

Chelsea

Jf Letourneau

I use the corridor daily, all year and have for 48 years. I
much prefer it without train traffic. It is a vital community
link.

Chelsea

Jill Clarke

For leisure in the community - a safe and closeby
biking/hiking/walking/skiing route for my children. For
commuting - I would use this path to get to work instead of
Hwy 105.

Chelsea

Jill Kearney
Jill Rick
Jillianna Voorneveld

Chelsea NEEDS this!
I live here and would like have rails truly accessible.
Because this beautiful corridor should be in the public
domain

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Jessica Birks
Jessica Legault
Jessica Workun-Hill

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Jim Bradford

Commentaires/Comments
On adore le velo et nous avons le chemin juste a cote de
chez nous. Nous aimerions pouvoir faire du velo avec nos
enfants sur un chemin securise.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Jim Burgess
Jim Dewar

I and my family would love to cycle it
Va nous permettrait de courir et marcher les chiens pris de
la 105 de facon securitaire.
With a trail, I can go for a walk and bike to my friends
houses
Safe biking.
Ease of travel. Walking bicycling
I love riding my bike from Chelsea to Wakefiled and would
be delighted to have a safer alternative.
I live near to the tracks and would love for my children to
have a safe place to bike. I am concerned about the
parking/access to the trail and ensuring that there is
proper parking/accessibility for people. Our road already
has increased traffic to the tracks during the winter months
for skiing. Ultimately, I think this is a risk that can be
managed and the benefits outweigh the costs.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Jo-Anne Bellai
Joanne Gagnier
Joanne Maisonneuve

Moyen de transport actif (velo et ski de fond)
Rails 2 trails
Pour nous encourager collectivement de bouger et de faire
une meilleure utilisation de cette parcelle de terre.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Jocelyn Leblanc
Jodi Bigelow

Safe way to stay active and enjoy Chelsea
I fully support this initiative to provide this outdoor walking
and cycling path in our community.
Health, fitness and recreation background, regular
commuter cyclist, Chelsea citizen.
Because then i can walk to my friend’s houses.
To encourage healthy exercise
Running, skiing, cycling, walking
Cycling is a great lifestyle!
It is 2016

Chelsea
Chelsea

Jim Douglas
Jim Washbrook
Jo√´Lle Lafreniire
Jo-Ann Holden-Tarr
Joanne Beaulieu

Joel Simard
Johanna Davies
Johanne Couture
Johanne Geoffrion
John And Partington
John Catching

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
John Cockburn

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
It is a way to continue to connect all of the trails within
Chelsea
Chelsea resulting in a seamless network of trails. This
would provide a system of trails for old and young to utilize
to get around Chelsea. Another inexpensive form of
exercise.

John Cockell

Une utilisation gagnante de ce beau sentier maintenant
abandonne!
Healthy exercise, safe area for family cycling, save the
natural shoreline.
Je viens d'une region qui ont convertit le chemin de fer en
piste cyclable l'ete. Le petit temis est connu de la grandeur
de la province, les gens viennent l'emprunter dans leur
vacance. Les gens du village l'utilise de pied, de velo.

Chelsea

John Huff
John Ivison
John Mynott
John Ovcacik
John Rollings
John Selwyn
Jon Coupland

Looking forward to be able to take long walks
Safe trail to ride bikes.
Chelsea
Chelsea
Securitaire et loisir
Connect the community safe walking and bike path
It will offer a safe place for our kids and for the people
from Chelsea to practice cycling, cross-country skiing,
snowshoeing, etc. It will help connecting the communities
along the way of the Gatineau river. And finally, the quality
of life will be even greater for Chelsea residents.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Jon Greer
Jonathan Lamarre
Regniire
Jordi Pardo Pardo

It provides recreational opportunities for
Beau projet pour notre communaute qui favorise l'activite
physique.
Contribuera de ameliorer notre vie en plein air, le transport
actif, la securite de bicyclette
At present, I use this trail all seasons for walking and skiing.
An additional use of this trail for cycling will be a superb
benefit to me and the community as a whole. John T
Partington

Chelsea
Chelsea

For non-traffic exercise.
Anything that supports healthy recreation, preserves green
space and facilitates safe self-propelled travel/commuting
is a good thing.

Chelsea
Chelsea

John Crook
John Fahey

Josee Brunette

Josee Moreau
Josee Taillefer

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Josh Moon
Josiane Berube

Commentaires/Comments
Fully support rails to trail!
The old rail right of way must stay in a public use that is
accessible for non-motorized use, managed in an a
sustainable and environmentally benign way.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea

Josianne Paul

It wull be one more way to enjoy active living in Chelsea.

Chelsea

Judith Allanson

Because it makes total sense and I strongly believe that
Chelsea residents should have better access to “their
river”.

Chelsea

Judy Mason

My entire family would benefit from having this trail just
beyond our doorstep. My seven-year-old could bike, we
could have family bike rides (not doable on the 105), my
wife could run. We would meet more of our friends and
neighbours.

Chelsea

Judy Meldrum

A safe transportation option for my daughter. The 105 is
terrible for anything but cars...
I support safe accessible human-powered transportation.
The Chelsea community-owned former rail corridor will
provide another important link in the infrastructure
needed to achieve this goal.

Chelsea

Julie Beaulieu

I feel that using the rail bed as a key non-motorised travel
corridor is a pivotal part of the Chelsea trails overall
strategy for Chelsea.

Chelsea

Julie Castleman

Safe trail to hike and cycle on with my young children.
Access to the river.
I have found that the use of the rail line for skiing has
resulted in meeting so many of our neighbors and it has
helped to build a closer community,

Chelsea

A safe corridor for our children to travel. Healthy bodies =
healthy minds.
This is a trail that will connect our communities, and will
allow the river corridor to be enjoyed by all.
Pour mes enfants
For a family-friendly Chelsea
Un endroit securitaire pour faire du velo avec les enfants

Chelsea

Une solution de rechange necessaire et securitaire.
C'est bon pour Chelsea d'avoir un reseau de pistes
recreatives

Chelsea
Chelsea

Julia Balab

Julie Cayer

Julie Deschenes-Furry
Julie Gaudet
Julie M. Lalonde
Julie Mellor
Julie Stonehouse
Julie Verville
Julie Westeinde

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Julien Cota

Commentaires/Comments
This proposed project is simply the highest and best use for
a vital municipally owned corridor.
Because we need a trail like that for outdoor activities
My kids will use it later and it will increase the cyclist
security.
Well before the advent of the steam train, I looked on this
corridor as a potential ride and stride pathway. I've been
kicking myself ever since for doing nothing to make that
happen. I am delighted to see this proposal taking shape
and wholeheartedly support it. The impact on active
lifestyle cannot be underestimated and I hope with time it
will bring the communities within our town closer together

Ville/City
Chelsea

Karen Mclean

To feel part of the broader community both physically and
socially. To be able to ride my bike to visit friends without
having to risk my life on 105. To meet members of the
community along the trail...summer and winter. Because
we need to get out of our cars and onto our feet and enjoy
our beautiful community!

Chelsea

Karen Nesbitt

As a long time, resident of Chelsea, I look forward to skiing,
walking and biking on a safe trail with my children, and
grandchildren (aged 10, 8, 4, and 2). Please help to make it
happen in my lifetime!

Chelsea

Karen Proud

We would love to have bike/ski/run trail for the little ones!
Active kids are healthy kids!
For my family, to have safe bike ride and enjoy the view

Chelsea

Karine Baron

This would be a life changer! A safe and beautiful place for
physical activity, active transportation and connecting our
community.

Chelsea

Karine Cellard

I live in chelsea and walk around the railroad tracks during Chelsea
the spring and summertime. A nice finished trail would be
very benficial to us since it would be easier ro get around in
that area. And we'd be able to explore even further while
enjoying the beautiful countryside scenery.

Karinr LarocqueMartineau
Karl Saidla

I want my kids to able to ride their bikes to their friend’s
homes in safety.
Veux profiter du sentier

Justin Correia
Justine Ratte
Karen Linauskas

Karim Lahdiri

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Karla Marcotte
Kasia Lech
Kate Wightman

Commentaires/Comments
Pour la communaute, pour ma famille, pour moi, pour
tous!
Safe biking/commuting &amp; great outdoor recreation for
all the family
Having the railway as a path would add such a huge value
for our family!! We cross country ski on the trail all winter,
but for the rest of the year the trail is wasted as the gate is
so awkward to walk with the current tracks. If this could
be a path that our family could walk, run and bike on it
would add so much value to our life and local property
values!!

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Katherine Fletcher
Katherine Markhauser
Katherine Murillo

Pour notre qualite de vie et l'esprit de communaute.
Chelsea
Community, mobility, healthy lifestyle
Chelsea
A defaut de transport ferroviaire, c'est la meilleure solution Chelsea
de rechange dans une optique de conservation de
l'environnement et d'utilisation saine des milieux
disponibles pour les communautes, pour autant que le
fardeau fiscal n'augmente pas.

Kathleen Michaud
Kathryn Udesen

I am a Chelsea resident and would love the trails.
Pour le bien-etre de la ville de Chelsea et les amoureux de
plein air!
Community would benefit greatly from this multipurpose
trail.
We are an active family and have small children and we
would love a safe place to run, ride our bikes and play.

Chelsea
Chelsea

It will connect the community and it is environmentally
friendly
I am a resident.
As for the winter ski trails, a summer hike / bike trail will
help Chelsea residents to reaffirm their sense of place and
appreciation of non-Gatineau Park recreational areas.

Chelsea

Because this will link my neighbourhood (Loretta) to old
Chelsea and this would be great!!!
Pour circuler de pied ou de velo de Chelsea de maniire
securitaire en evitant la route 105
Securite

Chelsea

Kathryn Wilkins
Kathy White

Katie Doyle
Katina Sudermann
Kay Kerman

Keith Child
Ken Farion
Ken Victor

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Kenneth Campbell

Commentaires/Comments
Represents an important low-cost opportunity for health,
fitness, and social life. Provides a safe way for people
(especially young ones) to get through Chelsea in a healthy
way.

Kent Prior

We bike on the105 to the ice cream shop, would love a
Chelsea
safer route, without all the cars speeding by us. Would love
to walk on the tracks in the summer. I use the trail in the
winter daily.

Keri George
Kim Dufour

I love the idea of the trails for the community!
Safe, sustainable transportation for kids. Independence for
kids.
I would like a safe trail along the river that can be used by
walkers, bikers and skiers.
Because I would love to have to be able bike to my canoe
club everyday in the spring, summer and in the fall in a safe
environment.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Kimberly Jepson

Safer for biking and walking, an alternative mode of
transportation and a way to encourage healthy living and
our beautiful town

Chelsea

Kiran Blanchard

Chelsea is evolving and the conversion of the rail into a trail Chelsea
could only benefit all residents by allowing a safer and
more enjoyable commute within the community.

Kirsten Coupland
Kirsten Sutherland
Kristin Jefferies
Kristin Van Cleave

Accis de la nature proche de chez nous!
Promotes fitness for all age groups in a safe area.
Community link
I want my daughter to have a place to cycle safely and I
want to be able to run, bike, walk, ski along the corridor
year-round. I live on the east side of the 105, a short walk
to the tracks.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

L. St-Laurent
Laura Mcnairn

I think it would be great for the community
It provides community members of all ages the
opportunity to use the trail in ways that promote healthy
living and promotes social connectivity. When given the
choice, wouldn't you prefer to separate cars from bikes?

Chelsea
Chelsea

Kim Fera
Kimberley Guntzel

Ouichelsea.ca

Ville/City
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Laura Shine

Commentaires/Comments
My family loves to walk, hike, ski, and bike. The trail will
open up all of these wonderful recreational opportunities
right from our back yard. I am particularly looking forward
to taking our kids for a mountain bike ride without the
sound of cars speeding past. We are all hoping the trail
becomes a reality!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Lauren Power
Laurence Finet
Laurent Bertrand

Safe cycling
An off-road bike route up to La Peche
I am in favour of this conversion but this is out of personal
interest. I do not live along the tracks and those who do
should probably have a greater say. They are the ones,
after all, who will be most affected by a conversion.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Laurent Guerette

To build community, sustainable transportation, active
lifestyle, safe cycling for all
I have young kids and want a safe and fun area for the
family to go.
So that we are not so dependant on our cars, so my kids
can bike safely to friend’s houses. So that I can go for a
nice safe walk after work.

Chelsea

The Rails2Trails will provide a vital CAR-FREE corridor for
safe travel between Chelsea and points north.
We live along the railway corridor and want ourselves and
our children to have safe bike routes to school, work, and
the village core.

Chelsea

Greater access to being active in the outdoors
For friends to get together more easily
We use the trails for snow shoeing and ski. Beautiful and
convenient
A community trail network is important to the social,
environmental and recreational health of our community. I
would love for my children to be able to bike to school on a
safe corridor and to travel as a family to other destinations
in Chelsea, while getting exercise, reducing road traffic and
enjoying the beauty of our environment.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Lea Martineau
Lee Sevigny

Leila Myers
Leo Dutra

Lesley Fantin
Leslie Piekkola
Levi Kunstadt
Liam Veinotte

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Linda Bardell

Commentaires/Comments
I want a safe and relaxing trail through my community for
our children, families and people of all ages and abilities.
It's time to join the rest of our country in the development
of an active transportation corridor.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Linda Burton

So my kids have a safe way to get to their friends houses

Chelsea

Linda Jones

Support pour que des etudes de faisabilites ainsi que
l'obtention d'estime de co√ªt de construction et de co√ªt
de maintien perpetuel soient obtenus afin de prendre une
decision eclairee pour une idee qui semble offrir un beau
potentiel

Chelsea

Linda Labrecque

We need a community based recreational trail, good for
families on weekends, for kids visiting friends, for a safe
way to get to La Peche or the Freshmart (not the 105), and
to enjoy the river. We need it to be dog friendly (though
with dog poop bins along the way) and tightly monitored,
bike friendly (slower speeds - not a commuter path);
friendly for neighbours bordering the cycle path (restricted
parking so residents are not inundated with cars parking
and driving up and down municipal roads); groomed for
skiing as it is, and maintained for vegetation in growing
season and for spring pot holes. A great initiative!

Chelsea

Linda Sullivan

Pour pouvoir apprendre de mes enfants de faire du velo en
toute securite. Pour promouvoir un sens de la
communaute, d'une communaute qui n'est pas liee que
par les deplacements en automobile. Nous voulons etre
une municipalite verte, il est temps de passer de la parole
aux gestes!

Chelsea

Linda Tailleur

Our community should have access to safe commuting and
recreational pathways! We should also have more public
access to the river!

Chelsea

Lisa Glithero

I live in Chelsea and love cycling and this would be an
amazing way of using this trail to the fullest.
I would use it daily.
Velo
Pour l'utiliser

Chelsea

Lise Beauregard
Lissa Lamarche
Lorna Malone

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Lotte Kallio
Louis Carriire

Louis Verret
Louise Balfour
Louise Casavant
Louise Gancz
Louise Gauthier

Commentaires/Comments
A path from Chelsea to La Peche would be great for
everyone
Because our quality of life relies on using active
transportation and because I love my children and my
community.

Ville/City
Chelsea

It's part of connecting our community and promoting
healthy active lifestyles. It just makes sense.
Because will rock my life !!!!
For our kids. To be able to move around Chelsea safety

Chelsea

It would be nice to be able to go beyond my own
neighborhood without travelling on the 105.
Pour avoir une piste ou les habitants de Chelsea peuvent
aller marcher ou faire du velo en toute securite.

Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea

Louise Hanvey

I can be more independent and active. I can visit my friends Chelsea
and get to the tennis courts and Cascades Club safely by
myself.

Louise Killens

Safe and effective route to bike trails in the city as a
commuter
It just seems logical
I lived in Ottawa East and used the pathway along the river
near Blair, it was fab.
Accessible trail along the river.
Qualite de vie
Accessible trails in Chelsea!
J'aime enormement les randonnees pedestre et de velo et
il.eat presentement dangereux de pratiquer ces sports au
long de la route 105. La piste de l'ancien chemin de fer ne
resisterait peut-etre pas √¢ quelque chose de plus lourd.
Merci

Chelsea

Luise Sander

...An intergenerational used trail to connect (and build)
community, to support active living and to provide more
sustainable transportation options

Chelsea

Luke Benard

Good for families, good for your health no matter what age

Chelsea

Lynda Brown

Because it provides access to trails for
cycling/walking/running which keeps people off the 105
and thus safe.

Chelsea

Louise Richer
Louise Schwartz
Luc Beriault
Lucie Duncan
Lucie Letellier
Lucie Paradis

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Lynda Coulombe

Commentaires/Comments
I would like to bike safely with my family from Chelsea to
La Peche
It would make simplify commuting and make choosing a
healthy and safe way of getting to school in reach.
Pour les memes raisons que mentionnees sur le site.
Ceci permettra une piste cyclable securitaire en ete et une
piste de randonnee en ski en raquettes ou de pied en hiver.
C'est donc un atout pour le transport et l'activite physique.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Lynn Smith

I like to bike from my Kirk's ferry residence to old chelsea
to bike bread/milk but I do not feel safe on highway 105.
The rail-trail for biking would be amazing for my fitness.
Also my family would like to bike to La Peche from Kirk’s
Ferry for sunday breakfast (and again highway 105 is not
safe for biking), so the bike path on the rail-trail would be
perfect. My family would also go for little evening walks
along the bike-rail-trail, right now, the tracks are a mess
and I do not feel safe walking/tripping on the tracks....so
overall, my lifestyle fitness and quality of life would be
MUCH improved with the Rails 2 Trails Chelsea going
forward.

Chelsea

Lynne Evenson

My family and I love to walk and ride our bikes in Chelsea
but we feel unsafe on highway 105. So we end up driving
to Gatineau Park (with bikes on the car rack) rather than
biking from our Kirk's Ferry residence which is 100 meters
from the rail tracks. My family and I would love to bike
from Kirk's Ferry to old Chelsea and to La Peche along a
rail-trail bike path (if one was created). Overall, having a
bike-trail along the train tracks would help my family be
able to enjoy community oriented bike fitness without the
health risk of biking on highway 105.

Chelsea

Lyse Huot

There are few places to walk safely in Chelsea, this corridor
next to the river belongs to Chelsea residents and should
be accessible

Chelsea

Lyse Mercier

I would like a safe place to walk and bike. An alternative to
the 105.

Chelsea

Lyne Belanger
Lyne Daigle
Lyne Martel

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Madho Smith

Commentaires/Comments
Le transport actif est une partie essential d'une
communaute en sante.
It will be a safe alternative for cycling and running and
walking in our community. It will also reduce reliance on
cars thus protecting our environment.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Magali Samyn

Healthy active living lifestlye that this community states it
is....as well as a safe way for people to ride their bikes.
Great link for the community and an option for all of us to
enjoy the river that so few have access to in Chelsea

Chelsea

Manon Desjardins

Ameliorer les accis entre les differentes sections de
Chelsea avec securite.
As an owner of property adjacent to the unused railway
corridor, I see the enormous benefits we would have with
an accessible, non-motorized four-season trail along this
historic route.

Chelsea

Quality of life, safe cycling,
I walk on it every season and ski on it as well for the last 30
years
I would really like to have a multipurpose trail along the
Gatineau river!
Parce qu'il est dangereux de faire du velo sur la 105 et
qu'on ne va pas loin en restant dans le quartier. Va me
permettrait d'aller travailler de velo.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Maeve Prior

Manon Plouffe

Manon Simard
Marc Allain
Marc Desjardins
Marc Dolgin

Marc Gohier
Marc Quirouet
Marc Trepanier

Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea

It would be a fantastic resource to the community.
Chelsea
Safe and beautiful bicycle trail for children &amp; the
Chelsea
whole community
This railway bed is in my backyard I use this trail year round Chelsea
daily . Every season offers us serenity and beauty by the
Gatineau river while sharing community with neighbors
friends and wildlife.

Marc-Antoine Raby

To hike/ walk /cross country ski/ and walk my dog freely!
(which I can not do on NCC trails. And YES, I always pick up
and bring back home his #2!)

Chelsea

Marcel Chartrand

Pour faire de la byciclette, course et marche ainsi que
l'hiver en raquettes.
La securite a velo, un lien entre les differentes
communaute et un bel endroit pour aller marcher avec
pitou!

Chelsea

Marco Dussault

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Marek Przednowek

Commentaires/Comments
Pour les saines habitudes de vie et pour aller travailler en
velo! Et que mon fils puisse aller en velo de l'ecole

Ville/City
Chelsea

Margaret Strysio
Margaret Tardiff

Family. Healthy fun activity. Community. .
I live in the community and use it already for skiing and
walking.
Parce que c'est un atout pour notre municipalite dont tout
le monde pourra profiter.
I love walking, and the trail is very close and convenient. It
is also a beautiful scenic walk in summer. Please do this
project. Thanks.

Chelsea
Chelsea

I love this trail in winter, and would like to use it for biking
in the summer.
To be able to ride my bike on a safe path
Pour pouvoir profiter de ce merveilleux trajet ete comme
hiver!
Ce sentier nous permettra de nous et nos filles de visiter
les amis de facon plus securitaire. Nous utilisons
presentement la route 105 de velo pour nos activites de
Chelsea.

Chelsea

Marie Isabel Maples

J'aime faire du velo et du ski, et ce serait une tris belle
occasion pour aller encore plus loin en toute securite.

Chelsea

Marie Josee Lafleur

Pourvoir utiliser la voie-ferree, une belle ressource qui ne
sert pas actuellement durant l'ete.
Je veux une voie securitaire pour le transport actif que
relierait notre communaute du nord jusqu'au sud.
Valorisation de notre region

Chelsea

It is potentially Chelsea's most important recreational and
social asset.
It's an important community asset.
Pour de saines habitudes de vie, le transport actif et
securitaire et une vie communautaire facilite.
Environnement et qualite de vie
Converting the old railroad into a 4 seasons community
trail will be the most important project in Chelsea both for
the community and added value tourism.

Chelsea

Margie Barkley
Margit Westphal

Margot Grimes
Marguerite Doucet
Marie Brun Del Re
Marie Gagliardi

Marie Lasnier
Marie Michele Prevost
Lance
Marie Saint-Andre
Hebert
Marie-Andree Bruneau
Marie-Claude Hamel
Marie-Claude Mongeon
Marie-Claude Ponton

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Marie-Eve CarrierMoisan
Marie-Eve Laurence
Marie-Eve Lebrun

Commentaires/Comments
Je crois que cette initiative permettra aux enfants de
pratiquer leurs activites en toute securite.
Un projet rassembleur et mieux pour l'environnement
Having a safe and beautiful place for riding bicycle with
children
J'aimerais avoir un plus securitaire route pour mes enfants
en velo.
To create safe and healthy physical linkages within our
community.
It is a worthwhile endeavor to keep ALL age groups in the
community moving in all seasons.
This is great for fitness, community building and long term
economic development.
A safe place to walk and bike
To keep fit and keep in contact with my neighbours
Pour le bien de la communaute de Chelsea: l'impact
economique, prevention des crimes cpted, valeur ajoutes
pour les proprietes, vie active et pour faire partie de
l'histoire.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Mariette Boisvenue
Mario Boily
Mario Giasson

I like to walk a lot and I like to walk when they no
J'en reve depuis longtemps :))
C'est un sentier (espace-nature) qui appartient de tous! Le
transformer en sentier (4 saisons) c'est repondre
davantage au principe de base d'inclusivite et
d'accessibilite.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Mario Rannou
Marisa Iwanowski

Best thing that could happen to Chelsea
Pour la securite des deplacements pour les jeunes et les
moins jeunes sur le territoire de Chelsea - la circulation
automobile sur la 105 demeure risquee pour les
marcheurs, les joggers et les cyclistes.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Marjolaine Verret

As someone who is retiring soon and having moved to
Chelsea tananga 6, month ago
Importance pour la population de Chelsea d'avoir un
sentier adequat pour circuler de velo.
Pour lier les communautes, pour ameliorer l'accis de
l'exercice physiques securitaire hors des routes passantes
(la 105)

Chelsea

Marie-Helene Gerome
Marie-Josee Denis
Marie-Josee Houle
Marieke
Winkeldermaat
Marie-Laure Gagliardi
Mariella Bols
Marielle Michaud

Mark Bonnell
Mark Dillon

Mark Ednie

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Mark Froimovitch

Commentaires/Comments
This trail will faciliate accessibility to Chelsea's amenties as
well as the bike trail network accross the Outaouais.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Mark Kittridge

J'adore l'idee de pouvoir se promener sur la piste en toute
securite.
Because it would make the community safer, by allowing
to walk or cycle through Chelsea safely. Because it would
allow Chelsea residents like myself to enjoy the River view
while also taking part in healthy physical activity like
walking or cycling. Because it will provide a way to connect
with our neighbours, and be a part of a livelier community.
Because it would allow us to avoid using our car all the
time, and provide us with an alternative modes of
transport.

Chelsea

Un beau projet en continuite avec la ligne de pensee de la
municipalite.
An amazing and safe path for walking our dogs and as well
for our children
Important d'amenager un espace dans la nature qui soit
securitaire et profiter de la beaute de la riviire.
For the benefit of entire community and Chelsea as a
whole. He is a treasure hat needs to be made available to
all as opposed to a select few

Chelsea

Marta Coates-Eveleigh

Safe place for my neighbours and myself to walk and for
children to ride their bikes. It's a great vantage for people
to meet each other while enjoying the beauty of their
surroundings without the threat of being hit by a car.

Chelsea

Martin Bourgon

This improves the quality of life for many residents and
Chelsea
creates a safe cycling and walking corridor away from
traffic. Somewhere for kids to learn how to bike,
somewhere to meet up with your community while
enjoying the setting. A natural development forward for
generations to come, for the benefit of personal health and
health of our community. We are hoping our kids will get
to enjoy this yet before they move out! Thank you for
helping making it happen.

Mark Snedden

Mark Wilson
Marlene Power
Marlene Preseault
Marlene Rosamond

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Martin Jeanson

Commentaires/Comments
Bouger c'est la sante:-)).
Cadre magnifique, non
competitif. Ete comme hiver. Loin de la foule du Parc de la
Gatineau. Il serait temps d'en profiter

Ville/City
Chelsea

Martin Larose
Martin Lohmann

Great outdoor activity for families!
J'adore le velo loin des des routes et des automobiles.
Beaucoup plus securitaire en famille et beaucoup plus
paisible avec une belle vue sur la riviire. Laissez vos tel.
Inteligents de cote et allons jouer dehors... Vive la vie..!

Chelsea
Chelsea

Martin Paquette

J'habite tout pris et j'utilise souvent la voie ferree (surtout
l'ete) pour faire des promenades ou me rendre chez des
amis. J'aimerais aussi pouvoir l'utiliser avec mes petitsenfants.

Chelsea

Martin Von Mirbach
Martine Campeau
Martine Lefebvre

Want to use the trail.
Because I would use it daily.
Pour relie les differents secteur le long du parcours et pour
la bonne forme physique
Je souhaite avoir une nouvelle piste cyclable qui
remplacera le vieux chemin de fer puisque ca fait assez
longtemps qu'ils n'utilisent plus le chemin. Je pense que
cela plaira beaucoup au gens de notre communaute
puisque beaucoup aime faire ce sport... Aussi, les gens
auront la belle opportunite de faire du velo ici meme, de
Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Mary Buckley
Mary Faught

Safe bike path to connect Chelsea to Gatineau
The trail provides agreat opportunity to utilize a narrow
piece of already developed land for the health o

Chelsea
Chelsea

Mary Granskou

To connect Chelsea communities and neighbourhoods and
to have a cycling trail that is safe

Chelsea

Mary Hutton
Mary-Lynn Campbell

Bike to work.
It will be a safe and beautiful way of connecting
municipalities
Trails serve more people of more diverse backgrounds than
tourist trains.
Its a community builder and the right thing to do for locals.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Martine Rainville

Maryse Morin
Mathieu Lafontaine

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Matt Bender

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Chelsea needs a safe, continuous and accessible pedestrian Chelsea
link along its full length and distinct from motorized
roadways and pathways.

Matt Fantin

I love the river, love being outside and want to see active
transportation a more viable and SAFE option in Chelsea!

Chelsea

Matthew Post
Matthew Smith

Pour faire du velo
So my grandchildren can use the trail to visit friends
instead of highway 105
Excellent use of public space and encourage active living.

Chelsea
Chelsea

I want this change to encourage healthy living. It will also
draw more tourist to our area.
Pour avoir une piste cyclable de proximite de la maison.

Chelsea

Megan Knight

Parce que moi et ma famille (5 personnes) voudrions
utiliser le sentient en velo ou pour courir l'ete; pour se
rendre chez nos amis et pour aller a Hull. Merci!

Chelsea

Megan Mctavish

I am an active person and a trail that is available very close
to home would be great.
The Chelsea Trail will bring more Wellness in our Live!

Chelsea

Meghann Gallant

Development of the railbed by creating an all-season trail
will enable it to be used by a greater number of Chelsea
residents, and will improve the overall quality of life in
Chelsea.

Chelsea

Mel Hunter

Parce que je pense que la population en general de la
region en beneficiera, ca promouvoir le sante, le plein air,
l'environnement et l'esprit communautaire.

Chelsea

Melanie Lavoie

To have a safe place to either walk or bike within Chelsea.

Chelsea

Maureen Fehr
Maya Scharke
Maynard Johnson

Megan Nichols

Ouichelsea.ca

Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Melanie Ricard

Commentaires/Comments
Le sentier permettra de circuler securitairement entre les
differents secteurs de Chelsea. Il permettra egalement, sur
une portion du sentier une proximite avec la riviire
Gatineau. Il pourrait aussi devenir un element de tourisme
vert. Par exemple, des touristes visitant Ottawa ou
Gatineau pourraient l'emprunter de velo et se rendre
jusqu'de La Peche dans la journee. Le parcours est
exceptionnel et nul doute qu'il serait frequente.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Mercedes Telles

I'm a Tenaga resident and love the idea of being able to
bike, ski and walk along the river to get to other parts of
the broader Chelsea community. The corridor along the
river is a scenic and safe way to do this. It also opens upon
the opportunity of meeting friends along the the pathway
for exercise/recreation. The only negative to me is
spending money that we don't have so I'd like to see this
funded at least partially by federal or provincial money.

Chelsea

Meriel Bradford

Use the trail all throughout the year. Lots of wasps and
bees are moving into the r.r. ties, and the weeds
overwhelm the r.r. tracks in the summer making it difficult
to walk.

Chelsea

Michael Dougherty

Hi. There's no date on the petition so I'm wondering if a
decision has been made on this? I saw the Lowdown news
a train operator had stepped forward? Thank you.

Chelsea

Michael Egan

This is an elegant solution to an somewhat unsafe corridor
for runners and bikers...it offers spectacular views of the
river and environs and would be a huge asset to this active
community. People would be able bike, walk, run and ski
much more safely than on the 105.

Chelsea

Michael Gagnier

This will be a wonderful asset to our community, providing
year-round access to healthy, family-oriented activity.

Chelsea

Michael Vitic

A safe place for my children to bike and be active instead
of the 105.
Passionner de velo et excellente activite en famille et en
securite

Chelsea

Michel Cote

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Michel Gravel

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Promotes healthy, safe, transportation. Low carbon
Chelsea
solution, excellent way to link communities and
neighbourhoods, strong and positive precedents for rails to
trails can be found all over North America and the world.

Michel Hebert
Michel Roy

For our kids, for exercise
Safety is the primary reason. Biking the 105 is dangerous!

Chelsea
Chelsea

Micheline Malette

It is a perfect opportunity to create a north to south
corridor - similar to the Petit train du nord in the
Laurentians and North Hatley to Lennoxville in the Eastern
Townships.

Chelsea

Micheline Manseau
Michelle Page

Health, Wellness, Community infrastructure
I enjoy spending time actively in my community and I see
this as wonderful way to connect community at the same
time as supporting the healthy lifestyle I continue to foster
in my family.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Mike Beedell

We ski and snowshoe this trail daily during the winter. It
offers both beautiful views and great exercise. We are also
avid walkers and bikers, and would enjoy the trail
tremendously all summer long. Please resurface the trail
so that we can use it year round. What a great idea!!

Chelsea

Mike Camiot

I live in the community and would use the trails to bike to
work and on the weekends to walk to La Peche. With rails
for trails the opportunities for physical activity would
benefit our whole community.

Chelsea

Mike Nahir

Safe place for families to walk and bike in Chelsea,
connects neighborhoods along the river.
To promote an active community, not dependent on using
roads to walk, jog and ride our bikes when we visit friends
and go to the village.

Chelsea

Mimi Lozner

Alternative options for biking, walking, running, family
outings. Safer option for children- Maintained trail for
commuting, exploring, or getting exercise makes sense.

Chelsea

Mireille Brosseau

Opportunity to bike / walk around Chelsea without daring
the 105.

Chelsea

Mike Petersen

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Mireille Larocque

Commentaires/Comments
Afin de profiter de cet Accis pour faire du velo en famille et
du jogging
Preserver la nature ainsi et pouvoir en profiter d'avantage
en famille ... Quel beau melange!
I need a safe place to walk and stay fit.
Active transportation is important for our physical and
mental well being and Chelsea has the opportunity to use
the community resource of the rr corridor for the benefit
of all residents both in the skiing and walking/biking
seasons. This will make it possible to improve our fitness,
connect our communities and get us out of our cars!

Ville/City
Chelsea

A corridor joining our community which provides healthy
recreation and clean transportation.
The Chelsea rail trail will be a wonderful way for us to
share and appreciate the beautiful natural heritage we are
so fortunate to enjoy here.

Chelsea

Nadia Pereira

To connect the community. Safety for adults and children.
Access to the beautiful river. Healthy green lifestyle that is
Chelsea. Makes use of an under used under appreciated
asset which is the existing trail. It's a giant leap from a
steam train that didn't benefit Chelsea in the least. It's the
right thing to do.

Chelsea

Nadia Rousseau

Safety! In order to avoid the 105 to commute into town by Chelsea
bicycle.
Plein air
Chelsea
To make Chelsea a better place to live for people of all ages Chelsea
by linking our friends and neighbours using a safe and
environmentally friendly municipally owned asset.

Molly Morse
Monica Dashwood
Murdo Murchison

Murielle Brazeau
Myriam Schaerz

Nadine Nixon
Nancy Hall

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea

Nancy Landry

Il est temps de moderniser notre mode de vie et de faire
du transport actif une realite de Chelsea. Rien de mieux
qu'un sentier qui parcoure la municipalite du sud au nord.

Chelsea

Nancy Levesque

Conservativeness and alternate green transportation
corridor.
Promouvoir de saines habitudes de vie dans un
environnement sain et naturel.
Great recreational opportunities.

Chelsea

Nancy Manning
Nancy Rousseau
Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Natalie Roy
Natalie Turmel

Commentaires/Comments
La possibilite de faire plus de bicyclette
This will be a wonderful addition to our community and
enhance health and social linteraction
Seems like a good idea, and it's not like rebuilding the
railroad makes any sense.
Builds community in summer as well
To have access from Hull to La Peche would we great, it
would be a great place to take the grand children to learn
to bike on a flat area.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea

Nathalie Perron

Safety for seniors n kids have u ever seen kids or
seniorswalking along the105????? U will see them onthe
trails

Chelsea

Nathalie Semblat
Nathan Underwood

For the health of individuals and the community.
Already sent note to my councillor on reasons for my
support.
Endroit securitaire pour faire du velo avec les enfants.
I would support a low-impact, cost-effective trail where my
family could safely appreciate nature, play, and exercise
year-round.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Nelson Kalil
Nic Regis

Community connectivity; healthy, active lifestyle
Access to another great hiking and biking trail in the area
would be great ... Would also provide a great, safe bike
route into hull and encourage cycle commuting in the good
months.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Nicholas Intscher

Pour continuer de favoriser le sport de Chelsea et les liens
au sein de notre communaute
Would be so important to have a safe commute with bikes
or on foot along the beautiful river. Much better than
endlessly paying for restoring rails that will never be
sustainable on this type of underground soil.

Chelsea

Live where you play!
Accis pour tous de la riviire! Deplacements durables et
sains.
Accis pour tous de la riviire et aux beautes de Chelsea.
Mode de deplacement ecologique et sain.
I want to use a beautiful trail with my kids and not worry
about cars driving by so fast!

Chelsea
Chelsea

Natalya Kuziak
Natasha Plaskacz
Nathalie Girard

Neerja Malhotra
Nell Stewart

Nicholas Mcconnery

Nicholas Winfield
Nick Barna
Nicolas Gauthier
Niki Trudeau

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Ninon Boudreau

Commentaires/Comments
I believe the trail would be good for walkers and cyclists
and would facilitate grooming in the winter for x-country
skiing. Pls do not pave this trail!!!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Noemie Bergeron

I am beginning to find the hills of Gatineau Park a little
more challenging. I look forward to walking and cycling on
a more level surface.

Chelsea

Noha Fuad

Tellement plus securitaire que de rouler sur la 105 avec les
enfants!!
To be able to go on a LOCAL trail of non-motorized
“traffic”- scenic along the river - for biking, skiing, dog
walking.

Chelsea

Norman Jeffries

Chelsea

Odette Gauthier

Avoir un endroit securitaire pour la randonnee en velo avec Chelsea
des enfants. Maximiser l'utilisation d'un espace commun
pour les residants.

Olaf Jensen

Because I could get to La Peche easier without having to be
in danger.
Pour la securite des deplacements de velo pour nous mais
aussi pour les petits.
Access to nature and recreation should be available to all
residents. Non-motorized transportation and recreation
respects nature and will make this area a class recreation
area.

Chelsea

Ouise Lebrun Hector
Leblanc

This is where I grew up and frequently visit and stay apart
of the community. A path for people to walk, bike etc
would be amazing and greatly used by many people,
including those not from Chelsea.

Chelsea

Pam Ermuth

Prendre la 105 en velo est dangeureux.. Le sentier est une
excellente option
Travel to work
Put it to great recreational use!
Important corridor between Chelsea and La Peche
Greener option to move through Chelsea!

Chelsea

Olga Tasci
Olivier Rainville

Paola Flocchini
Pascal Beaulieu
Pascale Sergerie
Patrice Hall
Patricia Cote
Patricia Mauffette
Patrick Connelly

For my children, my wife, my dog and my health and well
being...
It's in my backyard! Let's promote an active and
environment friendly lifestyle... Starting right here in our
community.

Patrick Emond

I think it will be an important addition

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Patrick Evans

Commentaires/Comments
Promotes healthy lifestyle, reduces pollution, stimulates
Chelsea's tourism and economy.
I enjoy biking, skiing and other sports that will benefit from
the addition of the Rails 2 Trails. Our family already uses
the rail tracks and would enjoy the rail to trail conversion.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Patrick Power
Patty Sears

We need more bike friendly infrastructure.
J'utilise frequemment la voie ferree pour courrir, faire du
ski et faire de la raquette; ces activites seraient facilitees
par ce projet.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Paul Corriveau

It will convert a beautiful community space to an accessible
and inclusive, beautiful community space.
Give people a safe place to walk, run or bike
Family trail
Favorise l activite physique pour tous les ages et permet de
garder le joyau qu offre la vue de La riviire accessible de
tous

Chelsea

Paul Horne

The community badly needs a recreational pathway along
this corridor. It will facilitate daily exercise without having
to walk on River Road or Hwy 105

Chelsea

Paul Letellier

Velo, skis de fonds et accis de la nature. Reseau cyclable
de la vallee de la Gatineau. Developpement de l'offre
touristique plein air.

Chelsea

Paul MARKHAUSER

Repondre au desir des citoyen-ne-s de creer un corridor de
loisir, de transport alternatif, de lieu de rencontre et de
faire de cet espace un espace de rencontre et qui exprime
fortement l'interet de la communaute de chelsea de vivre
dans la nature, faire des activites de plein air et de
proteger l'environnement et cet heritage.

Chelsea

Paul Mason

Do I seriously have to explain why? Because not doing it
Chelsea
would waste a resource that could be used by the residents
of Chelsea for recreation, leisure, and for making
connections with neighbours.

Paul Phillips

This project would link the community together, allowing
children to travel safely on their bikes.
Je voudrais pouvoir aller a l'ecole en bicyclette en securite,
et pouvoir faire de l'exercice!

Patrick Henry

Paul Couch
Paul Dale
Paul Hanvey

Paul Place

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Paul Pregent

Commentaires/Comments
Because I walk a lot and I feel more comfortable on the
trails instead of along the roads where traffic is getting
heavier and the air is more difficult to breathe.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Paula Richardson

We live right by the tracks and would love to see the
conversion from rails to trails. A recreational pathway
would benefit our entire family.

Chelsea

Paull Leamem

It provides a safe alternative to walk along HWY 105
(extremely dangerous) and a pleasant opportunity for all
kinds of outdoor activities, for all age groups. The winter
trail has been a blessing!

Chelsea

Penelope Driscoll
Pete Laporte

Promotes healthy lifestyle in the community.
J'en ai beaucoup profite l'hiver dernier, c'est un endroit
magnifique et tous devraient pouvoir en jouir pour son
bien etre.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Peter Adams

I live on the corridor and use the path nearly daily in the
winter but much less so in the summer months. I feel we
have a huge resource available to us. It's presently being
under utilized and as nature continues to take over with
overgrowth and small trees coming up through the tracks,
the costs for conversion will only increase. I think this an
important part of a healthy and vibrant community
including for the young and elderly. I have seen the success
of these projects across Canada and consider our
community very lucky to have this opportunity available to
us.

Chelsea

Peter Blan

I live close to the tracks, value being in nature for optimal
physical and mental health and feel we have an
underutilized resource that we need to maximize. This will
be an important corridor for young and he elderly also.
Please make this happen.

Chelsea

Peter Bonneville

Parce que ceci permettra aux membres de ma famille de
continuer des activites de vie active, incluant de transport
actif, dans un environnement securitaire.

Chelsea

Peter Grant

Les citoyens de Chelsea ont besoin d'un sentier securitaire
pour se deplacer en velo ou de pied dans la municipalite,
car la route 105 est tris dangereuse. Faisons de la
municipalite un exemple de ville verte on le transport actif
est encourage.

Chelsea

Peter Hamilton

Great opportunity to transform our local area lifestyle.

Chelsea

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Peter Laporte

Commentaires/Comments
C'est un projet responsable sur le plan financier et
environnemental.
I live next to the track and would love to use it in the
summer for cycling and easy waking and running !!
Safe transportation route for children to bike, ski, walk to
visit their friends. A chance for neighbours to connect (in
person--not waving from their car), along the banks of the
beautiful Gatineau River!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Peter Ostrom
Peter Plaunt

Because!
I live in Chelsea, and want a safer place to cycle and walk.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Peter Skanks

Additional dog walking and cycling option for me and my
family.
Need bike path to avoid highway.
Biker safety. Encourage greater number of people to bike.

Chelsea

Philippe B√¢Cle

A multi use trail is, in my opinion, a much better utilization
of the corridor than is a rail line. It is space that should be
accessible to and used by as many Chelsea residents as
possible.

Chelsea

Philippe Bergevin

I bike every day in summer and skijor with my husky in
winter. To me it's a no brainer....The trail is already there!!

Chelsea

Philippe Eveleigh

Because I already use this trail frequently and would like to
see improvement
Good for the community
I would use it.
This is a municipal resource.
Clean healthy living in Chelsea
It will be great to ride a bike on a safe trail
My kids need a place to walk safely.
I live in Chelsea and want this to be available for my kids.

Chelsea

Chelsea

Raymond Brunet

I prefer always to walk on a trail than to walk or to drive on
a road
A Place to enjoy a wonderful walk but nearby access points
need to be determined without having to drive my car to
get to the trail

Rebecca Mason

Kids should have a safe place to cycle!!!

Chelsea

Peter Markhauser
Peter Meldrum

Petra Thoms
Philip Waddington

Piaper Veinotte
Pierre Cardinal
Pierre Charles
Pierre Parent
Pierre-Yves Caffin
Quinn Ball
Rachel Charron
Rachel Maclean

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Rebecca Renner
Reed Archer

Commentaires/Comments
Great for community
This path will be important to me as a fitness and
recreation route... And also, because it will build a
stronger, healthier community, once the fear and
confusion has settled. Chelsea is all about outdoors and
nature -- this path is such a win-win. This corridor is
already public, not private property, as some would have
us believe. Having more people out walking and cycling will
REDUCE crime, if anything. Let's get this in perspective -property owners have much more to fear from the roads
that run by their property, than a non-motorized pathway.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea

Regis Gagne

Practical cycling close to my home. Link to Gatineau that is
safe
Exercise, a place to spend time with my kids and my dog, a
commuting corridor, and a vast opportunity for our
creative, artistic and passionate entrepreneurial residents
along the corridor.

Chelsea

Remi Girard

What a fantastic addition to Chelsea this would be. What a
Tourist opportunity for Hull to La Peche. A quiet gravel
path along the river.

Chelsea

Remy Chartrand
Rene Arsenault

Kids need a place to cycle safely.
It will be great place for casual interaction for the people in
our community
Active and safe biking and walking for my children - bike
capability from Chelsea to Farm point. Only other
alternative is Hwy 105... Not a safe alternative...

Chelsea
Chelsea

Renee St-Pierre
Rhiannon Cox Burr

Community use
Transportation and tourism. I'd love to see more people
get outdoors and use this path to explore out beautiful
Gatineau river

Chelsea
Chelsea

Richard Bieri

Our kids need a safe place to bike. It'll make the railway
usable all year round. It'll reconnect us with the river.

Chelsea

Richard Childs
Richard Cote

I use the trail summer and winter
Build community. Bring families and friends together.
Spend time outside enjoying nature. Improve health of
individuals as well as of the community.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Reid Mclachlan

Renee Royer

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Richard Holder

Commentaires/Comments
Un projet qui va contribuer de l'essor social,
communautaire et recreatif de notre magnifique village et
region

Ville/City
Chelsea

Richard Hughes

Parce qu'on se deplace toujours ailleurs pour le velo et que
la 105 n'est vraiment pas faite pour le velo en famille!

Chelsea

Richard Post

I live in Chelsea and the trail infrastructure is one of the
items that makes Chelsea a great community to live in.

Chelsea

Rick Mcelrea
Rick Traer
Rieu Nadine
Rita Jain
Rob Pinder

Biking
Much needed biking route
Bike, walking in a nice environment
Ideal pour faire du velo
Cela sera un lien pour se rendre en velo au centre village
dans la mesure ou la ville n'a jamais ete capable de faire
une piste cyclable sur la 105.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Rob Simpson
Robert Arnold

So, you can bike on a bike path and not on the 105
It is very impotent to have safe trail for Bycicle. Safety
place to enjoy with the kids . Wow something safe and
handy we could have in this area. This is a family oriented
place and need to ensure our safety. Please consider a bike
path to be done as quick as possible for family use would
be fantastic. Tank you

Chelsea
Chelsea

Robert Asselin
Robert Benard
Robert Birnbaum

For a healthier, safer community.
Chelsea
Renforcir des liens dans la communaute
Chelsea
Making it easier to use your car less and your bike and walk Chelsea
more is always a bonus for the environment and keeping
healthier

Robert Blais

Safer way to bike or walk than highway 105. Best use of the Chelsea
railway corridor.
Having a trail to connect our community will be a big asset Chelsea
to our community.
Je crois que les gens devraient avoir l'opportunite de
Chelsea
profiter de notre bel environnement naturel. Marcher,
faire de la bicyclette sans risque sur l'ancienne voie ferree
serait un ajout superbe pour Chelsea.

Robert Burr
Robert Geldart

Robert Lebel

Ouichelsea.ca

This is a great idea IF the corridor zoning can be retained
for future light rail or steam train projects.
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Nom/Name
Robert Lemieux

Commentaires/Comments
Pour pouvoir profiter de cette nature encore belle et en
faire beneficier aux 'prochaines gƒónerations avant que la
pollution atmospherique cause de effets irreparables. Que
ce sentier soit reserve de la marche, aux cyclistes, aux
skieurs de fonds en excluant les vehicules bruyants et
polluants.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Robert Moore

Outdoor living steps from our home. Enjoy spending time
outdoors in Chelsea with our kids.
To have our kids bike on a safe pathway closer to the river
and away from the busy 105
Securite pour le velo sur tout le corridor de la 105. De plus,
cette belle riviire est peu visible de la 105.
Pour marcher et courir en toute securite
Because it's a prefect and safe “playground” for all ages,
dogs, all sports (fat bike, ski, snow shoeing), there are no
other spots like this one and it goes to all the way to La
Peche...all along the river! Do I have to say more?

Chelsea

Roch St-Jean
Rodney Wilts

Because I think it important
Provides safe passage for children in our community from
village center up to the northern part. The tracks are
already used by numerous kids today to get to each
another's house. This would be a much safer option.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Roland Lapointe

I am a sport and lifestyle coach, this is extremely important
to me. Love it!
Ce corridor offre une experience plein-air d'une grande
valeur, mais l'usage est restreint sevirement par la surface
qui rend la marche difficile et le velo impossible!

Chelsea

I believe that creating this path will be an asset for
generations to come.
Important to have a recreational pathway between
communities - the 105 really doesn't do it for most people.

Chelsea

Connecting communities with a safe bike trail would be a
really valuable asset for most people living and visiting
Chelsea.

Chelsea

Robert Rainbird
Robert Smith
Roberta Walker
Robin Mcneill

Roland Stieda

Ron Moores
Rose Ann Reid

Rosemary Warskett

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Rowena Linehan

Commentaires/Comments
The lands of the old railway have been in public use (trains)
for generations. The land should belong in a sense to all
Canadians/ Quebecors as a linear park. This has proven to
be successful in many communities throughout Canada.
Walking cycling skiing promotes health and strengthens
the community. Myself and family would use the trail. It
could connect to the Great Trail (TransCanada Trail) as part
of our heritage...

Ville/City
Chelsea

Roy Lamond
Russell Hall

Great idea!
Pour que nos enfants puissent circuler en toute securite et
socialiser avec leurs amis du quartier. Pour promouvoir
l'exercice et le sentiment d'appartenance de nos quartiers
et notre collectivite.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Ry Prior

I want to be able to walk or bike without worries about
cars
Great commuting link to town or La Peche No fossil fuel
needed! No big hills so easy for kids to ride.
It will be amazing to like different parts of our community
and provide a safe way for our kids to get around

Chelsea

Chelsea
Pour y faire de la marche et de la raquette en hiver
Safe walking or biking
We live in Chelsea to be outside! This is a wonderful way
to enable this.
1- safer option to commute back and from work
The trail would be a great link to the Chelsea communities
and provide a safe passage for our children

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Sandy Foote

Very good objectives, who bears the cost of removal of the
ties, tainted stone, steel rails? That could present a
challenge, what precedents are there?

Chelsea

Sara Fortin

J'appuie la conversion du corridor ferroviaire en sentier
polyvalent
Le sentier s'ajout de l'offre touristique de la region (non
seulement Chelsea mais l'outaouais en entier) en amenat
une clientile libre dans son horraire et ses deplacements.

Chelsea

Ryan O'connor
Sabrina Howe

Sam Landon
Sam Seymour
Samantha Warskett
Sandra Campanelli
Sandra Girard
Sandra Morency

Sara Tedford

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Sarah Bennett

Commentaires/Comments
Would use the trail for cycling and cross-country skiing!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Sarah Charbonneau

A safe local trail for people who want to exercise on
something other than a road
Ok
It builds community and creates a relaxing, easy pathway
for walking a biking along the river.
Stronger connection between Chelsea residents and
Gatineau River.

Chelsea

Sarah Hatton
Sarah Johnson
Sarah Lyons
Sarah Vranckx
Scott Robertson
Sean Clifford
Sean Payne

Sustainable transportation and safety for kids!
Access to fitness trail and family activity (circling, walking,
cross country skiing, etc.)
Having a proper, safe trail connecting all parts of the
community will lead to healthier lifestyles and an increased
sense of community.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Sean Silcoff
Sebastien Redmond

Want to see the rail corridor used as a trail
We enjoy the privilege of skiing on the train tracks all
winter long. I am totally enthusiastic about developing the
tracks just enough to turn it into a year-round multipurpose trail. I am writing as a resident whose property
abuts the tracks. I do have sympathy for those people
whose privacy will be compromised. However, in many
cases, it appears that some of those people may have
developed land beyond their property boundaries.
Perhaps better definition of ownership boundaries plus
some clever fencing (with partial financial help from the
municipality) might help mitigate part of their issue. Years
ago, when gathering information about neighbourhood
paths in Ottawa, we learned from the police there that
property crime diminished in houses along trails;
additionally, real estate agents said nearby houses gained
in value.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Serge Cote

I look forward to running and walking on the trail in the
spring summer and fall. Then skiing in the winter of course.

Chelsea

Serge Larouche

For the health, happiness and prosperity of our
community!

Chelsea

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Sharlene Carlson

Commentaires/Comments
Increasing access to the beauty of the Gatineau region to
the General public. Improving commuter safety for Chelsea
residents. Increasing opportunity for year-round use of this
large recreational space.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Sharon Wallace

A well-maintained trail through Chelsea will serve all
residents and not just those who currently live beside it.

Chelsea

Shaun Mcgibney

Because I like to go biking but there aren't many places to
go around my house.
I live right beside the tracks and would love to have an
actual path to walk, joy, bike on instead of hard-tonavigate train tracks.

Chelsea

Shealagh EarleMeadows

I believe in cycling as a mode of transportation and believe
that the railway conversion is a great way to promote
active transportation and enhance our region as a place to
live and visit.

Chelsea

Sheila Hayes

The trail will allow for safe transport and recreation within
our community.
For the community and kids to keep them safe and give
them a place to bike keeping them off the highway.

Chelsea

Sheryl Selwyn

It would be nice to have a multiuse trail that the
community can use for recreation and for getting around
Chelsea car free.

Chelsea

Shirley Brown

I would like to have a safe place to go for a walk or bike
ride with my young children. We are landlocked by the 105
and the tracks. It would be amazing to have a trail like this
bordering our property.

Chelsea

Silke Neve
Simon Belanger

Want to you use the trail.
Cela pourrait ressembler au p'tit train du Nord dans les
Laurentides, c'est un projet qui reflite vraiment bien les
valeurs de notre municipalite.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Simon Gauthier

The trail connects my community without having to drive. I
see and meet my neighbours in a beautiful setting that
supports an active lifestyle.

Chelsea

Simon Hamel

C'est une belle activite de faire avec les enfants et ca nous
permet de bouger. Ca attirera certainement du tourisme
egalement.

Chelsea

Shawn Mcnevin

Sheri Jay

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Simon Martineau

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Converting the railway corridor to a multi-purpose trail will Chelsea
enhance and ensure an important link between the
community and our beautiful outdoors while also providing
for greater awareness and protection of our environment.

Sofia Trevino
Sonia Forget

To allow for safer use of the railway corridor.
Procurera un lieu securitaire pour faire de l'exercice et se
deplacer en velo, sans polluer. Ce sera un lieu polyvalent
pour toute la famille. Merci

Chelsea
Chelsea

Sonia Maisonneuve

I think this trail would turn occasional
cyclists/runners/skiers etc. Into regulars. One cannot
underestimate how much an increase in outdoor activity
can benefit a community.

Chelsea

Sophie Deschamps

I am a mom and runner. I would love to be able to run
along the trails (I can't now due to the large rocks on the
tracks and poison ivy in summer). I would love for my
daughter to be able to ride her bike to Cascades when she
is older and visit friends. I would love to bike all the way to
La Peche with my family.

Chelsea

Stefan Krauss
Stephan Meyer

My children
The rails to trails project will make the rails area in to an
oasis of healthy activity and fun!
Recreation and safety
I cottage along the river where this deserted rail runs. We
walk the deserted rail but it's an ankle breaker and is very
hard on the knees... Positive part is it's so beautiful and you
really feel the history when walking this throughway. I have
been thinking exactly what this petition is asking, for as
long as it's been idle.

Chelsea
Chelsea

This is an excellent opportunity for the municipality to
demonstrate its commitment to support environmentally
sustainable safe transportation for families today and
generations to come.

Chelsea

Stephan Moresoli
Stephane Fournier

Stephane Lachance

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Stephane Rainville

Commentaires/Comments
This would be a terrific initiative for the community,
offering views of and access to one of the greatest natural
assets of our community: the Gatineau River. There are too
few places in the community where one and all can truly
appreciate views of this lovely river. A community trail
replacing the unused rails would fix that. I fully support this
initiative!!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Stephanie Bibeau
Stephanie Crook

Oui
Nous avons besoin d'un corridor permettant aux residents
de Chelsea de voyager de facon non-motorise du nord au
sud de la municipalite et ce de facon securitaire, hiver
comme ete.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Stephanie Fitzgerald

Un Acces gratuit et plus accessible aux familles me semble
important pour combler un creneau sportif/recreatif
manquant, en plus de renforcer le lien entre Chelsea et La
Peche.

Chelsea

Stephanie Legault

Biking instead of driving to visit Chelsea and La Peche is
healthier for my family and the environment. HW105 is
unsafe for children to ride, even with the new bike lanes,
and I want them able to bike to visit friends and get to
nearby practices. The railway corridor would connect
neighbourhoods safely for walkers and bikers and make
Chelsea an even better place to live.

Chelsea

Stephanie Sewell

It is important for my young family to have a safe, natural
environment to cycle.
I want to be able to enjoy the trail system with my family.
The tracks go through my property but I would be happy
for everyone to use it.

Chelsea

To promote fitness and enjoy the outdoors. This is why the
majority of us live in Chelsea.
Active transportation and community projects contribute
to the health of the nation.
I view this not as recreational but as critical infrastructure
for a healthy and happy community. It is in effect a
sidewalk - just a uniquely green Chelsea version of a
sidewalk.

Chelsea

It is not safe to ride a bike for adults or children on HWY
105

Chelsea

Stephanie Smith

Stephen Anstey
Stephen Lovshin
Stephen Stuart

Stephen Woodley

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Steve Mcallister

Commentaires/Comments
I believe we should have a safe trail for cyclists and
pedestrians to join up with other trails. I think the 105 is
too narrow and dangerous for the many cyclists who use it.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Steve Mcconnery
Steve Roberts

Love the idea of a proper trail
Safe place for my kids to bike - all the way to school! And a
great alternative to running and walking along the 105.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Stuart Adams

Permetera a nos enfant de ce deplacer de facon securitaire
d'une rue/quartier a l'autre. Sans ce risquer sur la router
105.

Chelsea

Sue Bramley

Pour la sante, marcher. En plus dans une environment
saine.
Pour permettre aux gens d'utiliser un corridor deaffecte de
des fins recreatives et sportives.
I prefer to bike with my kids on the track then on the road.
No other safe place to bike.
Community, family, health, safety, outdoor activity
Running and biking
Greenbelt for recreation and access along the river.
Because we live out there, that's why we live in Chelsea
and to have a space to enjoy nature and outdoor activities
with our kids and friends is a priority.

Chelsea

Susan Spoke

The trail would be a huge improvement for the community
as a major addition to the network of unmotorized paths
within Chelsea and the surrounding towns.

Chelsea

Susan Trudeau
Suzanne Cayer

I would be a frequent user, as it is near my home.
It offers everyone a safe, scenic, and peaceful corridor for
non-motorized vehicle.
Parce que cette voie abandonee passe dans mon quartier,
qu'elle ajouterais au quartier, et aussi comme je suis un
cycliste, ca me permettraiit de circuler de maniire plus
securitaire que d'emprunter la dangereuse route 105. ¬®ca
permettrait aussi d'avoir un beau sentier recreatif de
Chelsea et dans mon quartier, ce qui manque
actuellement.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Skiing, running, biking

Chelsea

Sue Cooke
Sue Cousineau
Suraiya Naher
Susan Johnson
Susan Richardson
Susan Riley

Suzanne Delisle

Suzanne Gosselin
Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Suzanne Rochford

Commentaires/Comments
Le sentier communautaire est la facon la plus verte, sante,
et securitaire de rassembler les citoyens de Chelsea. Quelle
belle facon pour les voisins eloignes de faire connaissance,
pour les enfants de se rendre de l'ecole de facon
securitaire et autonome tout en faisant de l'exercice!
Longue vie au sentier communautaire!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Sven Brouwer
Sydney Millar

Endroit securitaire on circuler.
A safe route option for kids and families (and adults alike!)
To get around Chelsea.
Would love to see a trail that links neighborhoods that is
safe for little ones!
Pour pouvoir y aller en velo
As the mum of two kids who are old enough to ride places
on their own, it is a real struggle to let them go off along
the 105. It's so important that they are physically active,
that they see biking as a valid, great form of
transportation. But, the risks of biking on the 105 are
significant. A rail to trails conversion would make a huge,
positive difference in our lives.

Chelsea
Chelsea

I would like my children to be able to, safely, bike to school
and summer camp.
I often visit this area and have friends and family living
there. Rails to Trails would be a fantastic transformation of
this rail system and support CANADA's Participation
program.

Chelsea

Sylvie Marcil
Tammy Scott

Quality of life
To improve the quality of life for all residents, especially
youth, through increased and safe access to the local
region.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Tania Dubois
Tanya Fader

Because I want to bike safely with my daughter
This is the best use of a wonderful public corridor. It
connects the community and allows for healthy, carbonfree transport. It has been done successfully all over
Canada and the world.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Tara Haddrell
Tara Macmaster

Another safe way to travel up and down the Gatineau
It makes no sense spending millions of dollars to rebuild
the current rail bed. Cycling, walking and skiing are what
Chelsea need

Chelsea
Chelsea

Sylvain Desrochers
Sylvie Bedard
Sylvie Charette

Sylvie D'aoust
Sylvie Letellier

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Tara Wiebe
Taylor Roy
Tegan Henry

Terrence Gray
Terry O'grady

Theresa Arsenault
Theresa Grant
Therese Baldwin

Thierry Boyer
Thomas Markhauser
Thomas Minde
Tifenn Vialatte

Commentaires/Comments
I approve of making the best use of this idle asset.
There are so many ways we will use this path - we can't
wait for it to happen!
Chelsea needs a community trail, as a safe and healthy way
of linking our neighbourhoods, for people of all abilities
and ages.

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea

Everyone in Chelsea should get to enjoy the corridor along
the river
Best way to encourage active living and active
transportation within the community of Chelsea. Provides
a safe linear park for public use and for our children within
the community. Better use of unused railway corridor for
all the public to use and not only the landowners backing
on to this line.

Chelsea

I would prefer to have access to trails for me and my
family.
I look forward to walking and cycling along this pathway
along the river with my grandchildren!
A trail would be more environmentally friendly than the
train, a safer route to travel than Highway 105 and
encourage outdoor activity (which is one reason people
move to Chelsea.)

Chelsea

To save the river from another train.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

It encourages recreation and tourism, and is safer than
cycling walking the highways.
As a senior who lives along the railroad corridor, I would
love a safe walking trail to avoid having to drive my car. I
also dream of a safe place for my grandkids to learn to ride
their bikes.

Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
Chelsea

Chelsea

Tim Bowstead

Securite pour la marche, la course et le velo. Encourage les
activites familiales en velo plus facilement. La 105 est trop
dangereuse. Me permettrait d'aller au bureau en velo.

Chelsea

Tim Mitchell

Un sentier pris de chez moi dans la nature pour marcher,
skier pour aussi faire de la raquette et de la bicyclette.

Chelsea

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Timothee Levert

Commentaires/Comments
I really feel that connecting the community via a walking,
cycling and ski path will promote community, health and
wellness. I really feel this is the best use of this corridor

Ville/City
Chelsea

Tom Fitzpatrick
Tom Raina

We need a safe path for kids to bike on.
I live in Chelsea and support the development of
community trails for the health and wellbeing of our
community members.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Tom Reid

I bike to work and to Chelsea downtown on the 105... Its
dangerous. We need to have options for our kids too.

Chelsea

Tonia Tam Von Burg

To connect neighbourhoods, provide a safe and healthy
environment for our children.
Attrait touristique de taille, permet de ma famille de
profiter des plus beaux atouts de ma municipalite
Trail needs to be used for something
SI on enlevait la voie ferree, nous pourrions profiter de
l'annee de ce corridor, pour des activites de plein-air et de
detente!

Chelsea

Tricia Steeves

Pour rendre les balades vers La Peche plus securitaires et
accessibles a tous, tout en profitant de magnifiques points
de vue

Chelsea

Tyler Gray

This would be a wonderful, safe, carbon footprint free way Chelsea
to travel north-south through Chelsea. Especially important
for young families and seniors.

Valerie Bellemare
Valerie Todd
Valerie Yobe

Its a good use of an abandoned infrastructure.
Would rather see as trail than train.
Il est important d'avoir une voie cyclable qui ne nous met
pas en peril chaque fois qu'on veut rouler de velo de
Chelsea.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Vanessa Prefontaine
Vanessa Trudel

.
I would love to be able to bike around Chelsea on a safe
path that isn't on the highway.
Because this is a great way to exercise and is awesome to
get from Chelsea to La Peche
Because I could easily just walk to friends houses without
having the chance of getting hit by a car on the highway
105. Also, it would be so awesome to just bike places in a
safe area.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Tony Picard
Tonya Bruin
Trevor Manning

Veronica Lacourciere
Veronique Lapointe

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Vic Veinotte

Commentaires/Comments
The trail bisects my property. I can't stop it so I want to
make sure it is the least intrusive.
Kids, seniors, health and well-being, disabled, families,
community, heritage, stewardship, etc.
It will promote a healthy lifestyle while providing a safer
alternative for cyclists. Most especially our children.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Active commuting, environment, health, inclusion of old
and young, community links, community building
No car securite
Accis au sentier pour toute les habitants de Chelsea
Easy access for the youth of our community, safe, active
trail. We call our selves an environmental community, act
like one. Cheers

Chelsea

Warren Place

This will encourage people of Chelsea to be active in their
own community, and connect different parts of the
municipality

Chelsea

Wayne Russell

It would provide an active way to link the community, and
have families be able to enjoy the river scenery on bikes or
foot.

Chelsea

Wendy Tavenier
Willa Mason

Safe bike transportation for kids and adults!
Chelsea
I live in Chelsea and I think it would be beneficial for all
Chelsea
residents. It would increase the accessibility of a mostly flat
area for walking and biking, something that is rare in
Chelsea. My support is dependent upon dogs being
allowed on the trail. Without that condition, I would
withdraw my support.

William Burr
William Flynn

Pour faire du velo en securite
Its in my front yard and I wanna ski it, walk it, run it and
bike it and use to get from town to town to city
Maintaining the track that won't likely be used again in the
future doesn't make sense to me... Having a linear park is a
better idea and would better connect the town

Chelsea
Chelsea

Physical activity and increased sense of community
Will increase the community’s life quality
To be able to commute to work.

Chelsea
Chelsea
Chelsea

Victoria Clawson
Vincent Barrette

Virginie Waller
Vivian Welch
W. Steven Danford
Wanda Sinclair

Wim Kok

Yan Huckendubler
Yann Jodoin
Yew Lee

Ouichelsea.ca
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Chelsea
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Nom/Name
Yvan Dion

Commentaires/Comments
I am an avid cyclist, environmentalist and I believe this
project will bring huge benefits to Chelsea and La Peche

Ville/City
Chelsea

Yvan Guilbault

The trail will connect Chelsea neighbourhoods and will
provide families with a safe and beautiful place to ride
their bikes.

Chelsea

Yves Beauseigle

A safe and healthy, active lifestyle for our large family is
one of the things we were seeking we moved to Chelsea 5
years ago. I was surprised that a trail like this did not
already exist here, having lived in cities with them before,
and I have been voicing my support for one since our
arrival!

Chelsea

Yves Carbonneau

This would allow for safe active movement within our
community
I would love to see a trail along parts of the waterfront. I
run on the 105 and this would be an awesome alternative.
It's also nice to have a trail that dogs can go on, 'many of
the Gatineau park trails are not as dog friendly.

Chelsea

Yves Geoffrion

Yvonne Jurgens
Yvonne Makosz

Chelsea

I would like to use the path with my bike and use it as a
Chelsea
walking path, the railway tracks are hard to walk on.
Utilisatrice depuis des annees, c'est une voie que je cheris. Chelsea
Son ameloration serait un gros plus pour la communaute et
un endroit securitaire evitant de circuler sur la route 105,
dangereuse pour des pietons ou velos.

Yvonne Weber

Avoir un endroit securitaire pour faire mes activites de
plein-air tout en profitant du magnifique paysage qu'offre
la riviire Gatineau qui n'est autrement pas vraiment
accessible.

Chelsea

Zoe Kallio
Anne Pelland

We love biking and skiing in our community!
I think that trails are important because it gets people
outside doing activities and living healthier lives. I think its
the right thing to do with the rails and I look forward to
using it soon.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Claire Levert

C'est une solution de rechange necessaire et securitaire de
la marche et de la course de pied sur la route 105.

Chelsea

Margo Van Voskuilen

Safer biking for kids.

Chelsea

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Carrie Hamilton

Commentaires/Comments
For those of us who don't live on the river, it's almost as
though it isn't there, yet it is something that is very special
about Chelsea, and all of us should be able to enjoy it - this
trail would enable that.

Ville/City
Chelsea

Florence Claverie

Deplacements non-motorises, sans pollution sonore et qui
valorise l'esprit communautaire
My property is adjacent to the railway corridor so I am
directly affected. I look forward to walking my dog, running
and cycling along a recreational path. I look forward to my
son, aged 14, being able to ride his bike to see his friends. I
welcome meeting my neighbours on the trail.

Chelsea

Aksana Korziuk

Chelsea

Alan Currie
Alice Brazeau

Connecting communities for kids and families
Chelsea
A place to walk is important for mental and physical health. Chelsea

Amelie Gervais

Having a trail liking the neighbourhoods would strengthen
community ties. I live directly beside the tracks and do not
worry about crime or garbage becoming an issue at all. I
see the trail being a positive thing - allowing us all the
chance to explore the land going along the river and
woods.

Chelsea

Andre Larabie
Andre Leger

Safety, recreation, transportation, fitness
The trails will be a wonderful facility for Chelsea residents
to enjoy year-round.
I think it important for both the young and old in our
community to have a safe way of getting around, without a
car.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Andre Rousseau

Safety for our children. A way to travel off the highway.

Chelsea

Andre Simard

The community trail would be a core element in reinforcing Chelsea
safe, outdoor activity and alternative commuting as core
values in our village.

Andree Belanger

Public access to areas near the Gatineau River and to offer
easier connections to neighbourhoods while getting
exercise should be a benefit to all in the community.

Chelsea

Andree Mailloux

It will enhance healthy living, provides children and adults
with a safe walk/cycle route, physically connects the
community

Chelsea

Andre MASSICOTTE

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Commentaires/Comments
Andree Prefontaine
I use trails
Andree-Anne St-Arnaud Safe connection between various sectors of the
Municipality away from the busy Hwy 105
Andre-Luc Bisson
Pour la securite de velo, surtout avec un enfant de 4 ans!

Ville/City
Chelsea
Chelsea

Anne Roy

Rails 2 Trails will finally bring to Chelsea the openness and
sharing of our natural spaces to the commons. With this
achievement, Chelsea can stand tall with the many other
communities in the National Capital Region who make it a
priority to create public spaces to be shared by young
people and families. It is all about creating healthier, safer
and happier communities.

Chelsea

Annick Scantland
Beno√Æt Desnoyers

Course de pied et velo
I would like to use that trail and also have removed bicycles
from the 105.
Creer un bel environnement on se
Unir la communaute
Active transport, quality of life
To use this existing corridor in a POSITIVE WAY. Living next
to it: fear of noise pollution, garbage, sanitation problems
and not to forget, parking.

Chelsea
Chelsea

Brigitte Cross

I use the trail a daily in the winter time and love to do so in
the summer as well. It is a lovely way to meet old and new
neighbours, enjoy the beauty of our community. I can only
think of the positives, social, healthy, beautiful landscapes.
Why we are arguing about this?

Chelsea

Bruno Chicoine

I lived in Chelsea for 33 years on Chemin belle terre and
the park is a great asset and affordable place for running,
skiing, hiking. I still get my yearly cross-country skip as
every year and as a senior now I enjoy skiing with all my
old friends on almost a daily bas in the winter and hiking in
the summer. It keeps all off us fit and happy as well as
outdoors.

Chelsea

Bruno Majewski

I don’t want to feel unsafe biking in traffic because many
people are uneducated about biking rules and safety.
Making the railroad bike trails is possible so if its safe why
wouldn’t you do it!

Chelsea

Bernard A. Cantin
Bernard Turpin
Bertrand Daigneault
Blanche Roy

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Carl Presseault

Commentaires/Comments
I don’t want to feel unsafe biking in traffic because many
people are uneducated about biking rules and safety.
Making the railroad bike trails is possible so if its safe why
wouldn’t you do it!

Ville/City
Chelsea

Carole St Aubin

Pour faire de belles balades en velo et parce que Chelsea
c'est un bel endroit pour aller se promener
J'ai des petits-fils qui demeurent tris pris et comme j'etais
une amateur du ski de fond, bicyclette, etc., je leur
souhaite beaucoup de bons moments dans ces pistes.

Cheneville

Carolina Rivera

Cornwall

Catherine Heggtveit
Celina Brennan

It would be nice to visit when I visit.
Delft
Multi purpose trails allow people to get out into nature and Edmonton
enjoy all the beautiful things we have in this country. I walk
on a trail every day and feel better for it.

Chantal Roux

Protection de la nature, respect de la nature, amour de la
nature = ne pas deteriorer ce qui permet de l‚Äôhonorer =
honorer , embellir la vrai nature humaine

France

Chantale Harvey

I am biking a lot and I want to see more safe designated
bike paths in Gatineau and Ottawa.
I want to be able to cycle from Hull to La Peche in the
summer. It would be a beautiful ride and expand our
Gatineau hills and add to the beauty for all to see.

Gatineau

Pourquoi pas, au lieu d'aller ailleurs, pour profiter de notre
decor qui est tellement splendide!!!
This would be a great way to make good use of the space,
encourage cycling between Chelsea and La Peche.

Gatineau

The safety of the cyclist.
For the safety and enjoyment of all cyclists, including my
wife, friends and myself.
Apport important pour accroetre des habitudes
Tris bon complement au reseau cyclable existant.
Pour l'amour du sport de plein air
Possibilite de profiter de cet espace pour faire de l'exercice
....marche , velo ...
Parce qu'il s'agit d'un parcours incroyable pour le velo et
qu'il devrait etre accessible de la population!

Gatineau
Gatineau

Chantale Lussier

Charles Theriault
Charlotte Bernier

Chris Graham
Christian-Roch Faucher
Claude D'aoust
Claude Laflamme
Damien Carrier
Damien Ferrari
Danie TremblayVilleneuve
Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Daniel Bedard
Daniel Paquette

Daniel Simard
Daniel Varin
Danielle Morasse
Danny Dawson
David Smith

Denis Ferland

Commentaires/Comments
I like to go Chelsea with my bike in security for now some
portions of the 148 are very dangerous
Parce que c'est vraiment une bonne idee et accessible de
tout le monde, pas comme un train de 50 $. Le p'tit train
du Nord c'est merveilleux, donc on pourrait avoir quelque
chose de semblable ici...

Ville/City
Gatineau

The new rail path would help connect the community. It's
not just a bike path.
I cycle here all summer and Fall.

Gatineau

Because it would be a great way to exercise in a safe, quiet
and green enviroment.
Pour la sante collective, les echanges humains, la securite,
preservation de l'environnement et du patrimoine.

Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

L'activite physique est la sante et la sante passe par des
projets comme celui-ci.
Un sentier cyclable est un merveilleux developpement
touristique avec tris peu d'impact sur la nature.
Un sentier communautaire non motorise servirait de plus
de personnes et attirerait beaucoup plus de visiteurs qui
cherchent une activite de plein air plutot qu'un court
voyage ferroviaire et cadrerait davantage avec une
vocation plus environnementale!

Gatineau

Diane Martin

Je viens de Chelsea et mes parents y sont toujours.
J'aimerais que mes parents puissent profiter de ce sentier
avec leurs petits enfants, un sentier non-motorise en toute
securite.

Gatineau

Dominique Labre

On pourrait se rendre de Chelsea en velo de maniire
agreable et securitaire
De longs sentiers comme celui propose aident de faire des
excursions cyclistes de facon securitaire.
Because it would give a boost to Chelsea and La Peche
more than a non-functioning train that will never happen.

Gatineau

Pour permettre de plus de gens de profiter de la beaute du
paysage sans crainte ou peur du trafique de la route 105.
De faire du velo En securite

Gatineau

Denis Hamelin
Denise Parent

Dominique Tremblay
Doris Julien

Edith Veillette

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Elyse Labonte

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Because this is important to my friend who lives in Chelsea. Gatineau

Eric Finstad

It would be nice to have have a recreational (nonmotorized) pathway conecting Gatineau, Chelsea and La
Peche

Eric Lesage-Seguin
Eric Thibault
Erin Cecile
Etienne Clement

Il est toujours bien de donner le plus d'opportunites
possibles aux gens de faire du plein air!
Il faut des pistes/sentiers securitaires pour faire sortir les
gens et pour nous garder en sante
Accessible and safe bike and walking paths are important
to me. Minimizes any ecological impact since it already
exists and get re-purposed meaningfully. Win-win-win.

Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Fanny Trudel
Fischer Gerard

Lien cyclable entre Gatineau et La Peche
Je veux demenager de Chelsea pour y elever ma famille!

Gatineau
Gatineau

France Gelinas

More trails of this kind are sorely needed and we have an
existing infrastructure to work from
Beaucoup plus attrayant
To enhance the quality of life of locals, tourism, and to
support a new economy of various merchants of the
Gatineau river valley incl La Peche! Hmmm. A nice bike
ride/training up to La Peche for some great ice cream
and/or brew!!!

Gatineau

Francis Cleroux

To promote non motorized access to beautiful scenery;
safer commuting between municipalities; to kick start new
business opportunities/new business plans for existing
ones; to promote outdoor sports and tourism, etc

Gatineau

Fred Michaud

Un parcours qui vas faire des heureux de Gatineau a La
Peche en velo, en ski de fond ou en marche sans vehicules
motorises!

Gatineau

Ga√´Tan Boulanger
Gabriel Tremblay

Faire du bicycle!
Accis de une piste cyclable Hull / La Peche securitaire. Avec
un denivele presque nul ce qui va permettre de faire des
activites en famille. Un attrait touristique et economique
non negligeable pour notre region.

Gatineau
Gatineau

France Marcil
Francine Chenier

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Gaetan Lacroix

Commentaires/Comments
Je fais du velo reguliirement et cela serait un secteur tris
interessant de cause des nombreux attraits touristiques.

Gascon Meg

I love biking. And this a beautiful area in the country which Gatineau
need to be showed!
If the train is no longer going to be in operation, we must
Gatineau
implement a sustainable and viable solution and encourage
the use of none motorized vehicles

Genevieve Harvey

Ville/City
Gatineau

Gerard Kruithof
Gilles Cloutier
Gilles Poirier

Safe
Le transport actif est selon moi tris important.
J'adore faire du velo. Je pense que ceci pour etre un atout
important pour les familles de la region et pourrit attirer
des touristes.

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gina Scantland

I'm moving to chelsea and would like a path to ride on.
Biking on the road is dangerous.
I'm an avid cyclist, and this will greatly improve riding
north-south out of Gatineau.
First, I would be an all-year user myself. Second, I believe
it's by far a more promising candidate concept than a train
for the whole valley in terms of economics, tourism and
conservation.

Gatineau

Voir de beaux sentiers dans la region cest un atout
Je suis une cycliste!
Pour faire de la marche ou du velo de facon securitaire
dans un bel environnement
Nous skions depuis plusieurs annees sur ce sentier et notre
reve serais d'etre capable de l'utiliser a l'annee.
Even living on the Ontario side, I often spend a lot of time
in Chelsea
J'aime le velo dans la naturez!
Let's make it happen !!! More paths in the nature, improve
safety of cyclists by riding off road. This path would attract
lots of tourists and would be a great activity for the local
people. Good for the economy of Chelsea and La Peche.
Hope you will NOT allow electrical scooters on though.
Thanks

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Je vis tris de la voie ferree et j'aimerai bien pouvoir me
rendre de La Peche en velo l'ete et en ski de fond l'hiver.

Gatineau

Ginette Pomminville
Gino Gauthier

Goldy Dimanche
Heather Avery
Helene Maurais
Heline Arsenault
Heline Baxter
Heline Dore
Isabelle Belaanger

Jack Ricou

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Jacques Theberge
James Galipeau
Jane Gragtmans

Commentaires/Comments
Beau projet
Fitness promotion
It gives more access to alternate modes of transportation
and outdoor activities such as walking, running, cycling and
XC skiing.

Ville/City
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Janet Salt

Le plus loin des autos, meilleur c'est pour la sante et la
survie des cyclistes. Par ailleurs cette piste est tris
populaire l'hiver. C'est bon pour l'eco-tourisme.

Gatineau

Jaque Parisien

I'd use this trail if it was converted. What's the point in
leaving it like that
Il serait plus securitaire pour les cyclistes de voyager sur
cette piste cyclable que sur la chausse.
Parce que j'aime faire du velo de maniire securitaire et
dans la nature!
C'est un projet viable et bon pour l'environnement et pour
la sante de tous. Mais surtout et aussi pour le
developpement economique de notre region au pied d'un
des plus beau parc nationaux.

Gatineau

I love biking and Chelsea, would be nice to be able to go in
a safer way :)
Best scenario to develop an active and welcoming
community.
Parce qu'il n'y aura jamais trop d'endroit ou pratiquer les
sports de plein air.

Gatineau

Jean Roy
Jean-Luc Bourdages
Jean-Maxime Lemerise

Jean-Philippe Gagnon
Jeff Cote
Jeremie Richer
Jerome Poulin
Jill Messier
Jo√´Lle Clermont
Joanne Tremblay
Jocelyn Boyer
Johanne Ranger
Josee Arsenault

Josee Lebel
Josee Lemieux
Ouichelsea.ca

It creates an active highway for safe commute
Sentier important entre Hull et La Peche!! Et ce, pendant
tout l'annee.
Outdoors activities are good for your health.
J'aime faire de la bicyclette et du ski de fond. Ce sentier
serait merveilleux!
Je fais beaucoup de velo et utiliserais cette piste,
excellente idee!
Pourquoi laisser mourrir le sentier? Cest la raison que je
me pose. L'idee de la transformer pour tous et toutes, de la
rendre accessible, c'est genial!
Pour favoriser l'activite physique de la communaute et le
faire de facon securitaire
Just do it.

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Josee Savoie

Commentaires/Comments
Pour diminuer le danger et augmenter le plaisir de se
deplacer en transport actif
Parce que le monde est plus beau de velo (et ce tant cote
sante physique, economique, que du simple mais essentiel
bonheur de vivre d'une communaute ...)

Ville/City
Gatineau

I am a very active person, and would for
Je serai une des premiires de y aller!!!
Health benefits....Tourism
I believe in nature and community. This rail-totrail will
provide both.
I believe we need more outdoor recreation areas.
Pour faire de la bicyclette en toute securite!
Excellent regional development, health initiative for people
and families, economy incentive and tourism development.

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Karine Brillon

Ce serait un endroit formidable pour faire du velo ou de la
marche. Ce serait un lien parfait avec La Peche en toute
saisons.

Gatineau

Karine Lacombe

Offre accrue d'activites avec un sentier accessible de tous
calibres d'utilisateur.
Augmenter les possibilites des routes de velo. Sante,
environnement, loisir etc.
Fabulous use of this picturesque rail line. Would be a
better source of tourist traffic for La Peche. (Trains used to
bring large numbers for a short period)

Gatineau

Laura Darche
Lina Renaud

Avid cyclist
I'm an avid trail biker and hiker and think that having this
rail trail would be a big health and possibly an economic
benefit to the communities through which it passes.

Gatineau
Gatineau

Linda Boucher

Chelsea was my home for 15 years. I still visit very often
and play there often. Have walked and skied the trails so
many times. Looking forward to when they are in better
shape to ride and walk even better.

Gatineau

Lo√Øc Olivier

C'est une question de qualite de vie! J'adore faire du velo.
Ce sentier traverserait de tres beaux paysages et serait
securitaire. Aussi, les touristes adoreraient ca!

Gatineau

Josee St-Jean

Josee Tousignant
Julie Cantin
Julie Charbonneau
Julie Deschatelets
Julie Lefebvre
Julie Prescott
Kaitlyn Mcmahon

Karine Lafond
Kirstin Besemann

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Louis Dumas

Commentaires/Comments
Parce que je suis un cycliste invetere et que je tiens au
maintien, voire de l'amelioration des pistes cyclables de la
region

Ville/City
Gatineau

Louise Gratton
Luc Gauvreau

I am a cyclist
Cela ferait un lien securitaire pour le velo entre Chelsea et
La Peche.
The road 105 should not be used for bike rides so the other
alternative to use the car to go for a bike ride.
Projet rassembleur pour l'ecotourisme et la pratique du
velo en Outaouais.
Offrir des sentiers des infrastructures de qualite pour se
reconnecter de la nature qui nous entour, de l'aide de
transport actif (marche, velo...)

Gatineau
Gatineau

Parce ce que je fais du velo et j'aimerais aller de La Peche
plus souvent en cyclo tourisme.
Its a link from gatineau to La Peche!!! Will bring riders
young and old... Good initiative!!! Let’s do it!
La transformation d'anciennes voies ferroviaires en
sentiers est une excellente initiative (voir le High Line Park
de Manhattan/NYC). Cela ferait une excellente addition de
notre region!

Gatineau

Unused green spaces are a shame!
I am a cyclist and would like a nice flat trail to ride by the
river.
Pour enfin profiter de la nature a seulement 5 km de la
ville. Sur un trajet agreable au fil de l'eau.
Je suis cycliste et j'aimerais utiliser ce sentier pour de
belles randonnees jusqu'de La Peche en toute securite.

Gatineau
Gatineau

Marie-Pier Mercier

Transport actif est necessaire pour une bonne sante. Se
promener dans un decor enchanteur et calme c'est ce que
recherche tout usager du velo. Et pourquoi perdre
l'avantage de la qualite presente du 'chemin' dejde
present.

Gatineau

Marika Laprise
Mario Simard

Pour l'amour du velo en toute securite.
Being avid cyclists and x-country skiiers, Chelsea is like our
second home. We love this project and believe it could be
nothing more than positive!

Gatineau
Gatineau

Luc Milks
Lucas Michaud
Lucie Lambert

Lyne Desforges
M H Giguir
Manon April

Manon Lavallee Pratte
Marguerite Gelinas
Marie Jet
Marie-Nicole
Lamoureux

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Marlene Roy

Commentaires/Comments
Pour profiter d'une belle marche sans me tordre la cheville
sur le chemin de fer:)
C'est important pour moi, car j'aime faire des randonnees
de velo.
Sport ;) qualite de vie
The community needs more project like this!
Pour avoir un sentier beau et securitaire entre Gatineau et
La Peche
Because we want to use the green road
It means I can travel with my kids on our bikes safetly and
to somewhere I want to go.
Parce que cela permettra de conserver un corridor de
verdure jusqu'de La Peche et possiblement offrir un
endroit securitaire pour se rendre de La Peche a velo.

Ville/City
Gatineau

Favoriser l'activite physique et l'accis de la nature
Biking is a key feature to promote for locals (us) and to
attract tourists.
Je suis une adepte des sentiers dans la region. Je vois ce
corridor en sentier comme une autre opportunite pour
aller faire de l'exercice et de le faire decouvrir de d'autres
personnes.

Gatineau
Gatineau

I grew up and I work in Chelsea. I believe this is an
awesome opportunity for recreation in our region.
I have young kids and moving to Chelsea in the hope to
adopt an healthier lifestyle and this trail would definitely
be used by us to achieve that.

Gatineau

Michel Le Quere

It would give more green space for people to get out there
and get active. We are a sporty town, lets show the world!

Gatineau

Micheline Martineau

Afin de developper, de promouvoir les activites familiales
en nature.
It is a good use of an old railway bed and makes cycling
safer.

Gatineau

Martin Lagace
Martin Roussel
Maude Dufort-Labbe
Maxime Villemaire
Melanie Charron
Melissa Lavigne
Mia Kelly

Michael Munroe
Michael Woods
Michel Br√ªle

Michel Craig
Michel Et Monique
Legire

Michelle Hamelin

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau

Gatineau

Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Mireille Giroux

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Cycling is a great means of transportation and discovery. As Gatineau
a means of transport, it is healthy, cheap (both for cyclist
and society, because healthy people need less healthcare),
environmentally friendly, and, on short distances, faster
than bus or car. I am sure Chelsea cyclists will use this path
to go to work. As a means of discovery, cyclists are willing
to go a long way to try out nice paths (the Chelsea Path
would be a great attraction), and cyclists will spend money
in Chelsea. If the path opens, I will use it with my family to
visit the Chelsea market.

Murielle Bruneau

Tres important pour les gens qui y habite en etant moi
meme native de Farm point...
Parce que je suis cycliste et que je reconnais l'importance
d'etre actif et securitaire.
Transport actif! Tourisme! Retombees economiques! Et les
paysages :)
It's a nice project that will Gatineau bike Network even
better!
Nature, staying active, briing the kids
Faire du velo en toute securite.
Ce pourrait etre un moteur economique comme le petit
train du nord.
L'activite physique est un aspect primordial du bien etre.
Gatineau peut etre un royaume pour la pratique d'activite
avec son parc, mais cette pratique est souvent bride par la
comission de la capital national. Les pratiquants sont
d'autant plus souvent limite de cet endroit. Les cycliste
doivent reguliirement partager la route avec les voitures.
De plus, cette voie verte permettrait de relier deux points
tris important et recherche par la communaute de cycliste.
Il est beaucoup plus plaisant rejoindre Wakefeild par cette
voie que d'empreinter une route douteuse et dangereuse.

Gatineau

Parce que ca nous permettrait de pratiquer le velo de
facon securitaire et dans la belle nature .... Et decouvrir ce
coin

Gatineau

Myline Boileau
Natacha Joubert
Nault Marthe
Nick Gravel
Odette Perron
Olivier Babineau
Pascale Thivierge

Patrick Dupras

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Patrick Nicastro

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Parce que partout dans les autres ville nous avons des
Gatineau
belles pistes et surtout cette endroit enchanteur et une
superbe vue et apporteras des gens de partout ....Le
chemin de Chelsea est desuet et dangereux. ....Sera un plus
pour une ville de velos....

Patrick Tremblay

L'accessibilite de la nature de maniire realiste et conviviale.

Gatineau

Paul Villeneuve

Because I love bycycling and it would be nice to discover a
new area in a safe way
Health, environment, tourism, beauty!
Cuz
I live nearby
Je fais beaucoup de velo. J'aimerais voir cette piste se
realiser.
Cest important de creer des endroits securitaires
permettant aux gens d'etre actifs.
I am traveling to Chelsea to see friends after work and I
know many friends that commute by bike to go to work
every day between Chelsea and Ottawa-Gatineau region.

Gatineau

Pierre Gougeon
Pierre Gravel
Pierre Poulin
Rachael Fieldsend
Raymond Mailhot

Deviendrait une attraction touristique.
Lifestyle
Good for people's health and for the economy.
Running biking
Avoir les infrastrures necessaires pour appuyer et
encourager le transport durable est primordial pour des
communautes en sante!

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Regine Ambroise

Because I'm a fan of biking and nature. I would like to be
able to ride and enjoy the beautiful scenery, get fresh air,
etc. It is important we do not let this asset go unused.

Gatineau

Rejean Labonte

This is a wonderful idea to emphasize healthy life style, a
simple way of renewing our environment. A collective
benefit!

Gatineau

Remi Bachand
Rene Arseneault

I want new trails to go run or ski
I would love to convert the rails to trails!

Gatineau
Gatineau

Philippe Lanthier
Pierre Anderson
Pierre Arcand
Pierre Faucher
Pierre Frechette
Pierre Gauthier

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Rene Brousseau

Commentaires/Comments
I love doing the Gatineau -La Peche loop via the Alonzo
Wright bridge. Rte 105 from La Peche to that bridge is
however extremely treacherous (dangerous!). The
proposed bike path would bring many more cyclists
through Chelsea!

Ville/City
Gatineau

Renee Amyot

This will increase safety, incentivize healthy living, cut
down on traffic and emissions, and help the overall
wellness of the Ottawa, Gatineau and La Peche
communities.

Gatineau

Renee Henault

Belle initiative pour la communaute de Chelsea et les
environ.
Promouvoir la pratique du velo.
C'est la sante et la realisation d'un monde meilleur pour
nous et nos enfants.
Pour faire plus de velo de facon securitaire
Diversifier des activites en plein Air!
Pour la beaute de la riviire et pour la securite des cyclistes.
Adieu la 105
Je demeure au abords de Chelsea et je me rend
reguliirement dans la municipalite pour faire du velo entre
amis et en famille. Ce sentier est un beau moyen de
parcourir Chelsea en securite.

Gatineau

Rosalie Gingras

Parce qu'il n'y a pas assez de piste cyclable sans grosses
cotes et parce que cette belle riviire reste tris difficile
d’accis sans ce projet

Gatineau

Serge Robidoux

Beau projet pour encourager une vie active en plein air.

Gatineau

Stephane Ethier

Susan Bradley

Profitez de l'environnement qui nous entoure et attrait
Gatineau
touristique.
La nature fait partie de notre patrimoine et ceci
Gatineau
permettrait de commencer notre compostel
I grew up in Chelsea and visit frequently. This trail would
Gatineau
have been an amazing route at a time when my bicycle was
my primary mode of transportation. Also, this trail will
provide a beautiful destination for visitors to safely
experience the Gatineau River and its unique communities
along the current railroad.

Suzanne Lambert
Suzanne St-Pierre

Revitalisation touristique
Nature, commuting

Richard Beaupre
Rita Carignan
Robert Joanisse
Robert Lafrance
Robin Laliberte
Ron Kuelz

Stephen Keeping

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Sylvain Cote
Sylvain Remillard

Commentaires/Comments
Plein air avec la famille, jogging, ski de fond
Nous vivons de Chelsea et notre maison se situe en face du
projet donc pour les enfants se sera excellent pour qu'ils
puissent voyager en velo pour aller de l'ecole

Ville/City
Gatineau
Gatineau

Veronic Pichard
Veronique Barnes
Veronique Lalande
Vincent Gaboury

The community needs such a path.
I love to bike and the more trails the better
Outdoor actvitie with no cost
Je voyage souvent en velo de chelsea vers La Peche. L'hiver
et l'ete, 4 saison par annee.
Travel by train for work or leisure is the best way to go.

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Younes El Karama

Etant moi-meme un cycliste occasionnel, ce sentier me
permettrait davantage d'options de randonnees puisque je
demeure tout pris du sentier.

Gatineau

Yves Bourdages
Yves Paquette

Une belle opportunite de saisir
I live in Hull and I have friends in Chelsea. A safer ride there
and back would be a benefit to all of us.
Pour pratiquer des activites sportives en famille et pour
profite des commerces du coins apres l'activites
Attirer plus de touristes
Popular health and safe commuting
Profiter de la region, allez se promener en bicyclette a La
Peche. Ca fait deja plusieurs annee que cette voie ferre ne
sert plus. Elle pourrait servir a un cout beaucoup
moindre...

Gatineau
Gatineau

Marc De Laplante

Easy access to safe, affordable, outdoor activities in the
region is important for individual and community health.

Gatineau

Andrew Mueller
John Pavelich
Wendy Cockburn

To enjoy our life and protect environment
Le velo en securite et la nature.
Je fais du velo frequemment dans cette region. Cette piste
seait un atout pour moi et augmenterait lenombre de
cyclistes dans votre region.

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Christina Taylor
Stephanie Sciberras

Can’t have enough trails :)
Chelsea is a beautiful place, why not make it even more
accessible to people
Mettre un attrait touristique en valeur, village de Chelsea
et village de La Peche. Resto.pub etc...

Gatineau
Gatineau

Vincent Matte

Yves Parent
Allan Mackenzie
Carmen Mackenzie
Francine Delaplante

Andrea Hooker

Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Annick Landry

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Cela favorise les saines habitudes de vie et profiterait au
Gatineau
plus grand nombre. De plus, serait un bel attrait touristique

Archie Smith
Bob Gibson
Brooke Gibson

Il love biking!
Enjoy Nature +exercise at the same time
Augmente les activites touristiques dans la region et nous
pourrons aussi en profiter.
Un atout de plus pour notre ville.
Encourages more people to cycle!
Ski de fond et bicyclette
Yes
A great place to ski, and ride away from the traffic
Je demenage de Chelsea dans deux mois et j'aimerais
pouvoir utiliser ce sentier.
Pour pouvoir faire du velo en toute securite üö®
Pour developper un attrais local et offrir un reseaux de
sentier eco responsable au resident de la region.
I love to hike and bike on trails so having this trail would
mean many more opportunities to get out for a ride safely
all while getting to see the beautiful Township

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

I think this would make a beautiful place to bike, right in
the heart of nature.
It is important for me to have a trail where I can take my
grandkids biking! Or just walking! They live in hilly Chelsea
near there...he unpaved and windy roads are not safe nor
easy for kids or adults to bike!

Gatineau

Parce que ca permet de faire du velo en toute securite sur
une longue distance.
Would be great for fatbiking.
Excelllent developpement touristique
Pour me permettre de faire des randonnes, canicross,
trotinette des neige avec mon chien sur terre battue
I use these trails, I commute to work, and I am planning on
moving to Chelsea in the near future. This will bring
tourism to the area and it is the best use for it. Just
continue to allow ppl to walk their dogs there too. Thanks!

Gatineau

Nature and biking, we need more paths.

Gatineau

Colleen Hamilton
Don Frisby
Emmanuelle Danis
F Marshalll
Faisal Ibrahim
Faith Bigras
Gilles Galarneau
Guylaine Perreault
Heline Prevost

Ingrid Mertens
Jacqueline Hansen

Jeannie Barton
Jeffrey Ferguson
Jen Bardell
John Miedema
Karina Chicoine

Kathryn Reynolds
Ouichelsea.ca

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Gatineau

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
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Nom/Name
Kim Misner

Commentaires/Comments
Nous devons avoir plus d'infrastructure pour les cyclistes.
De plus la voie feree actuelle est une perte d'espace qui
peux aider de ressembler la communaute et encourager
des habitudes de vie seines.

Ville/City
Gatineau

Laurie Burdon

Mise en valeur du trace ferroviaire comme cela ete fait
dans plusieurs regions du Quebec et de travers le monde.
Corridor touristique.

Gatineau

Lisa Gover
Manon Legros
Marc Fleury
Martin Comeau

I like it
Par interet personel
Activite sportive et site unique en bordure de la riviire
Je suis cycliste, et celde nous permettrait de rouler de
Chelsea de facon plus securitaire. De plus, imaginez les
retombes economiques venant de locaux et des touristes
!!! : D

Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau
Gatineau

Mathieu Frechette

We enjoy using this trail to recreate every time we
vacation in the area. As future vacation home owners, this
trail is one reasons we are purchasing in Chelsea-La Peche
region.

Guelph

Meredith Brown

Enjoy using the trail when we are vacationing in the area.

Guelph

Michael Cooper

We visit the area regularly, a cycling path would be
outstanding!
Promouvoir la sante et le bien etre. La voie ferre est de
l'abris des collines et sera ainsi accessible de la grande
majorite de la population. Ce sera certainement un atout
pour le commerce au detail.

Iroquois
Falls
Iroquois
Falls

Pageau Lise

It will encourage local residents to be physically active, give
a safer option for commuting by bike, and have an
economic impact through visiting cyclists.

Kazabazua

Pat Audet

I live on Summerlea road and the trail is important for
community development.
Its important to integrate nature with our physical and
emotional well being.
It's important to have nature trails
Trails for recreation and community greatly co tribute to
the health and well being of communities everywhere. I am
also a future resident.

Kazabazua

Norma Geggie

Philippe Parent
Robert Walsh
Shaughn Mcarthur

Ouichelsea.ca

King
Kingston
Kingston
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Nom/Name
Stephen Ferguson
Tanya Smith
Tim Scapillato
Timo Thoms
Vero Roberts

Commentaires/Comments
A safe place for people, especially children, to walk and
bike. A great way to connect the community.
J'y crois.
It makes so much sense!
Trails are vital community connectors.
There's enough fossil fuelled machines in the country. As
well, the rails run only a few feet past our house. It's nervewracking.

Ville/City
La Peche
La Peche
La Peche
La Peche
La Peche

Will Lockhart

The hills are so beautiful @ this would be awesome to have La Peche
more trails. So, others can see the beauty of nature we see
daily

Jim Lauder

I think it's making perfect use of the existing tracks at very
low cost. It's time to move on from the idea of bringing
back the train.

La Peche

Richard Martin

Au lieu d'investir dans une nouvelle location pourquoi ne
pas prendre un sentier dejde pratiquable
Personal use and would make a good tourist attraction

La Peche

Vanessa Pilotte
Pierre Longpree
Heidi Erb

Tourism, Running and cycling
I would like to enjoy trails on the old railway corridor.
Je fais du velo de tous les jours de La Peche; j'aimerais
pedaler sur une piste cyclable, de l'ecart des vehicules
automobiles.

La Peche
La Peche
La Peche

Marc Patenaude

To be able to cycle safely in Chelsea, specially along the
105, to create social relations in the community with
people walking and biking and being outside in a beautiful
setting. To use environmentally friendly means of
transportation.

La Peche

Noella Frechette

Je prends le bus le matin avec mon velo pour me rendre au La Peche
travail de Hull et reviens de velo 43km. Cette voie serait un
atout pour la securite du transport et combien ressourcant.
Va serait aussi un atout touristique pour notre region.

Gabriel Proulx
Marie Lidberg

It connects to La Peche
The 105 is dangerous to bike. We need a safe, multi-use
trail for non-motorized sports.

Steve Hay

Ouichelsea.ca

La Peche

La Peche
La Peche
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Nom/Name
Andree Dompierre

Commentaires/Comments
I think it's important to have safe places to walk and cycle
and ski. Children would be safer cycling to school and it's
important to keep them active for healthy lifestyle.

Ville/City
La Peche

Maurice Rainville

Generations of my family have walked these trails. Why
not make it official and create a proper and safe trail.
Jeffrey...

La Peche

Katie Birks
Lucie Germain

This is so important for our communities.
I hope the trail extends straight through to La Peche. Good
for everyone.
It creates a way to commute for all bikers, walkers,
runners, skiers...Why would we not do it.
This trail would be wonderful addition to the community,
providing family-friendly biking trails and a connection
between Chelsea and La Peche.

La Peche
La Peche

Mitchell O'brien

There are no bike paths in La Peche. It is currently
dangerous to cycle on the road, as it is in poor shape and
very narrow. I won't allow my children on it.

La Peche

Renee Beaudet

Chelsea-La Peche is a healthy-green community, one of a
kind. A trail would make a far healthier and safer
alternative to driving for commuting, and enjoying the
outdoors with family and friends. The steam train was a
wonderful addition to the area but is no longer financially
viable unfortunately. Let's use the tracks for good of the
two communities!

La Peche

Sylvain Bosse

Because it's a fabulous way of bringing health and
happiness opportunities to the community. And to
connect children to their friends and schools.

La Peche

Lea Hardcastle

Le plaisir de faire du velo sans auto! Et le plaisir d'aller en
voiture sans les velo sur nos routes !
Air and exercise
Pour le bien des gens de Chelsea, et ses voisins
Nature is fun.
I love to walk and ski along the river and a recreational
pathway would be a fabulous connector to my friends in
Chelsea. I'd rather bike 10K than drive 10K to see my
friends.

La Peche

Marcel Parenteau
Marine Chopin

Susan Stout
√Àve Brassard
Adam Freed
Aimee King

Ouichelsea.ca

La Peche
La Peche

La Peche
La Peche
La Peche
La Peche
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Nom/Name
Alain Poirier

Commentaires/Comments
I support this but would like to see it connect all the way to
the railway corridor and multi-purpose trail that starts in
Low QC and goes north. Something like this would be
amazing.

Ville/City
La Peche

Allan Hawley

This is a gentle form of tourism--the river is lost to so many
of us and a trail along the river bank would rectify that.

La Peche

Allison Mckinley

Preserving nature and allowing people to enjoy it in
healthy ways is the best thing we can do for nature and for
people.

La Peche

Amy Pitkethly

I have lived in the Chelsea/La Peche corridor for nearly 12
years. The one thing I have found lacking is a way to
connect the communities. The rails to trails is an amazing
initiative that will help do this.

La Peche

Anne Josee Fournier

Pour pouvoir circuler en toute securite de pieds ou en velo.
Permettre aussi l'essor touristique de ce corridor.

La Peche

Audrey Giles
Ben Holland

Safe exercise for the future
This is a no brainer! Of course, abandoned rail beds should
be returned to the public trust, for use in the promotion of
active lifestyles and enjoyment of the outdoors.

La Peche
La Peche

Bonny Wellard
Brenda Gervais

It's a great idea!
La Peche
Rails to trails is a community-oriented plan that encourages La Peche
outdoor activity, healthy lifestyle, tourism and a would be
a well-needed safe bike route from north to south along
the river.

Brendan Colameco

This is a good use of the rail corridor. It will provide a much
needed link between La Peche, Chelsea and the city,
without having to cycle or run on Highway 105.

La Peche

Brent Schmidt

I live within a short walk from the train tracks in La Peche. I
would use the path for walking, cycling and skiing almost
every day.

La Peche

Brian Martin

I think it is a great way to get people to appreciate the
outdoors some more :)
It would be great for biking with the family!
Safe cycling/walking off the road, connecting Chelsea.
Natural beauty. There is a similar situation with the rail line
on Vancouver Island.

La Peche

Brian Mcpherson
Brian Smith

Ouichelsea.ca

La Peche
Ladysmith
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Nom/Name
Brian Thorp

Commentaires/Comments
On emmenage de Chelsea en juin 2017!

Bruce Mason

Connecting communities through a healthy, active lifestyle
invigorates us all.
Because we are moving to Chelsea in June!

Bruno Souliere
Carol Rendell
Caroline Bergeron

Ville/City
L'AngeGardien
L'angeGardien
L'angeGardien
Laval

Le contact avec un environnement passe par un access
facile
This is close to the Gatineau park where I used to live. One Longueuil
thing I minded about that area of Western Quebec is that
other than the river valley there seemed to be few trails for
cycling. More trails would boost green tourism in the
entire area.

Caroline Bied

I grew up in the area and enjoy the trails in the Gatineau
park as often as I can. Having more is always a good thing.

Longueuil

Catherine Hj Hewlett
Celia Mcinnis

Profiter du beau paysage tout en marchant
Developing alternative routes for commuting and touring
on bicycles has great impact in reducing traffic on regular
roads. It brings a healthy and safe option so more people
can choose their bike.

Longueuil
Luskville

Chris Lawson
Chris Snow
Christine PeriardDabros

Pour me rendre plus loins en securite
Luskville
For the economy of the region
Messines
La petite famille de mon fils demeure de cote de cette voie. Moncton
Quelle belle promenade pour les enfants, de pied ou
debicyclette

Clifford Garrard

Moving to the area and would like to have a safe place to
bike
Les espaces verts sont indispensables.
Pour que mon fils et mes petits-enfants puissent en
profiter.
Pour que des lieux abandonnes puissent etre reapproprie
par leur communaute
Chelsea will always be my home
Pour que mes petits- enfants l'utilisent
Encourageons le mise sur pied de nouveaux sentiers pour
pratiquer plusieurs activites de facon securitaire.
Revreational trail helps build sting communities

Dale Costello
Dan Allaire
Danielle Lawson
Darlene Pearson
Dave Hendrycks
David Chernushenko
David Holton

Ouichelsea.ca

Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
West
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Nom/Name
David Orfald

Commentaires/Comments
Nature is important!

David Van Geyn

Je fait du velo et cete piste serait une belle destination.

Denis Moreau

I want a safe place to ride from Chelsea to La Peche with
my 3-year old daughter.
My parents live in Chelsea, and I spend a lot of time with
them outdoors over there and would love more trails to
explore with them!

Ottawa

Ce sentier serait un bel ajout au reseau de velo de la
region.
Would love to have a path going north to La Peche that
one could ride or walk without the worry of being run over
by a motor vehicle.

Ottawa

Drew Gragg

We're moving to Chelsea for the reason that outdoor living
is a premium. Biking and walking on highways is impossible
and dangerous. The safety of folks is important to us.

Ottawa

Ed Bromfield

I want a safe place to ride my bike as an adult who does
Ottawa
not like biking on roads, and a safe place for my kids to ride
too

Eric Kurtz

We enjoy spending time in La Peche. We biked the road
few times last summer, end up at he village for a little
snack and came back to Chelsea. It think it s a good idea
on the economy plan but also on the tourist. Can t wait to
enjoy that path ;)

Ottawa

Erin Mccarthy
Francine Proulx

I'm a runner!
Having safe space to ride means more cyclists and more
people enjoying bikes and getting outside. A better space
to commute means less cars and pollution.

Ottawa
Ottawa

Francoise Chatenoud

This is important to me because the Township of Russell
did much the same thing and it is well used throughout the
year by the whole community as a bike path, a place for
community fun runs and fundraisers, dog walkers, bikers,
hikers and schools.

Ottawa

Fraser Reilly-King

Rail trails are a great way to travel and of course, well away Ottawa
from traffic
Wellness!
Ottawa

Denise Maccaull

Derek Mckinley
Doug Emond

Gabriel Moreau
Ouichelsea.ca

Ville/City
North
Vancouver
Ottawa

Ottawa

Ottawa
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Nom/Name
Garrett De Jong
Geoffrey Kennedy
Graham Page

Commentaires/Comments
Love the area , would be a beauty ride.
Safe, car free route to La Peche.
This would be a fun excursion to share with the kids we
never took the train but are likely to cycle on a trail. I've
had great experiences on the p'tit train d'nord

Ville/City
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Greg Lutick

Would create a safe and healthy access for commuters and
recreational cyclists of all ages from all communities along
it's route.

Ottawa

Hai Pham
Hannah Driedger

Just a great idea
Cycling facilities promote a healthy lifestyle that can be
life-changing for the better for many people
I want the trail
This is a beautiful trail that locals and those from afar enjoy
on a daily basis at all times of the year. It is very important
that this beautiful trail along the river be maintained
as,a,recreational trail for all future generations!

Ottawa
Ottawa

Harry Musson
Helene Couture

Ottawa
Ottawa

Henri Gervais

Ayant vecu 5 ans dans kirk's ferry, je sais que ce sentier
Ottawa
serait utilise reguliirement par non seulement les residents,
mais aussi des touristes. Aussi, il serait beaucoup plus
securitaire d'y faire son jogging que sur la 105! Pour y avoir
dejde marche et skie souvent, je sais que c'est un trajet
splendide, un joyau cache que l'on doit exploiter sagement
en preservant son aspect naturel. Il n'y aura jamais assez
d'espace vert, meme de Chelsea!

Ila Smith

Recreational opportunities involving exercise outside are
really appealing to me. A nice way to repurpose an
infrastructure that is no longer used.

Ottawa

Jamie Pold
Jason Blair

I love this idea -- wonderful for families!
It would be a beautiful and safe addition to the network of
bicycle routes that we can enjoy!
I'm an enthusiastic cyclist who'd like to see more of the
region by bike
I think it would be a great way to repurpose old
infrastructure. It would bring lots of tourism to the area
which would be great for all of the local businesses.

Ottawa
Ottawa

Jean Robillard
Jean-Claude Arluison

Ouichelsea.ca

Ottawa
Ottawa
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Nom/Name
Jean-Marc Gelinas

Commentaires/Comments
Because I am from that area and still visit quite often and
more trails is always good and allows more people to visit
by foot and by cycling.

Ville/City
Ottawa

Jenn Glover

As an Ottawa resident, R2T, a linear park, could provide an
attractive, healthy, trans-community, Capital region link to be celebrated and enjoyed by bikers and walkers alike between the sister cities of Gatineau and Ottawa. Do go
for it... Please.

Ottawa

Jerome Marty

We are planning to move to Chelsea in near future and
would be really happy to have this trail. Please seriously
consider converting the rails to trails.

Ottawa

Jimmy Mantha

I am cyclist who often goes to La Peche on the road this
would be much safer
The more leisure path the better.
Maintain green space to promote healthy lifestyles
I ride from Ottawa to Chelsea and this would be safer than
the road for my family to enjoy exercise üòä
It would be an attractive route for both cycling and skiing,
as well as a viable way to travel between communities
along the corridor. Replacing some car trips, and
encouraging physical activity.

Ottawa

Julie Fine

The more accessible cycling pathways we have available in
the region, the better--for safety, as well as tourism.

Ottawa

Julie Lapalme

I support a trail which links Ottawa-Gatineau with the
veloroute des Draveurs at Low. The link to Chelsea is an
important start.

Ottawa

Julie Levert-Cui

I cycle, ski and hike all around the Gatineau hills and
Gatineau Park, La Peche, and Chelsea. More trails =
wonderful.

Ottawa

Kari-Anne Murphy

Because I go to Chelsea/La Peche regularly. I miss the
train, but a trail is an excellent idea for everybody in the
Ottawa/Gatineau area.

Ottawa

John Almstedt
John Lindsay
John Villeneuve
Julie Dagenais

Ouichelsea.ca

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
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Nom/Name
Karsten Beveridge

Commentaires/Comments
My family spends a great deal of time in Chelsea in all
seasons. We are currently renting a house for the winter
just spending weekends to cross country ski and think the
railway should be converted to recreational trail. We are
currently looking to move here in the future and would
finely purchase by this railway bed.

Ville/City
Ottawa

Keith Mcdonald

Moving to Farm Point, Chelsea at the end of the summer
and would love this trail!
J'appuie toute infrastructure sportive qui nous separe des
voitures
I would love to use a safe and relaxed way to explore the
area by bicycle.
Maintaining the integrity of the Park for public non
motorized use. Preventing further degradation of the Park
through urban encroachment (highway
construction/housing development etc)

Ottawa

Leah Geller
Linda Mathies
Linda Payne

I love to ride and enjoy quebec across the river
It's a great idea.
Il faut preserver la nature lde on elle est encore viable
surtout avec les communautes ecologiques de Chelsea et
La Peche qui sont actifs dans la preservation de leur milieu.
C'est aussi toute la communaute de l'Outaouais et autres
Canadiens et touristes qui beneficiera de ce bijou bien
preserve.

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Liz Mcauley

Potential for unique recreational cycling route along the
Gat River, with stop for brunch at either Old Chelsea or La
Peche excellent restaurants/cafes.

Ottawa

Lloyd Deane

To me it is important that we have trails that can be used
year-round for a neighbourhood stroll or an easy hike, jog,
bike ride or ski; that they are accessible to all ages and
abilities; and that they effectively allow for going from one
place to another. This is not the same as Gatineau Park nor
Hwy 105. And this corridor is very beautiful.

Ottawa

Lois Betteridge
Lois Feinholz
Louise Laberge

Pathways build community
As requested by my uncle
Great to promote healthy living and the environment

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Kelly Dixon
Kerri Quirt
L.A. Lamoureux

Ouichelsea.ca

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
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Nom/Name
Louise Potvin

Commentaires/Comments
The Gatineau Valley is beautiful and we need a safer
cycling route than old Hwy 11.
Mixed-use recreational pathways with 4-season use are an
amazing addition to the local community and the region
overall. The most safe places we can provide for outdoor
activities, the easier it is to encourage people to take part.
This is an amazing idea!

Ville/City
Ottawa

Lucio Appolloni
Ludmila Kalujina

Community health and enjoyment
Converting the unused rail to a multi-use trail would make
for a fantastic recreational trail for people to bike and ski
all the way from Gatineau to La Peche!

Ottawa
Ottawa

Lyse Patenaude
Maja Kostic
Marcel Roy

Because then my bestfriend would be happy!
Economic plus for Gatienau Valley
Because I like riding, it is good for your physical and mental
health, it is good for the environment.
Have family in Chelsea and when we visit would be nice to
go walking or biking.
My daughter, her husband and my 3 grand children live
nearby. This would be an excellent and safe family
outing....

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Marie-France Cantin

I love to ski along the old rail bed and would bike it if
possible. I recognize that public transit is important but
having it use that corridor next to the river would create
too much adverse environmental and social impact.

Ottawa

Mark Rehder

Frequent recreation in Chelsea/La Peche corridor. Now
that I have two young kids, something like this would make
it much easier to bring them along.

Ottawa

Mary Lou Davies
Mary Paterson

I enjoy use of the trails.
J aimerais faire du velo avec d autres amis de l Ontario --i.e, de l argent depense au Quebec dans les restautants
etc...

Ottawa
Ottawa

Matthieu Leroux

Tout ce qui touche l'environnement est d'une importance
capitale.
J'aime beaucoup la piste Petit train du Nord” mais
prefirerai depenser mon argent dans la region de
l'Outaouais.

Ottawa

Luc Mahler

Margaret King
Marica Clarke

Max Rubarth

Ouichelsea.ca

Ottawa

Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa
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Nom/Name
Michael Day

Commentaires/Comments
This is a beautiful corridor connecting Chelsea and La
Peche-a safe place to ride bikes, hike and ski with kids and
dogs. It promotes non-motorized access and movement in
our community.

Ville/City
Ottawa

Michael Dekelver

Ottawa

Michele Murphy

This project is important because it provides increase
access to nature.
To have a trail that would be much the same as le Pettit
train du nord in the national capital region
I'm a long-time year around cyclist with a cottage along the
river in Cantley who dreams of the day I can cycle up one
side of the river and down the other. A trail to La Peche
would also facilitate a loop through the Park back to
Gatineau and Ottawa.

Michelle Whittall

I would like to be able to bike to La Peche from Ottawa.

Ottawa

Mike Abraham
Mike Adams

A great trail to present a piece of cdn history
Because I love going to Chelsea and it would be nice to
have a place to walk and bike without having to go on the
105. It would also be nice to have a place for a nice
leisurely classic ski.

Ottawa
Ottawa

Mike Reeves

This trail would make such a difference in the health of
hundreds of people. In Luskville, we tried to replace the
train tracks with the trail and private owners resisted, now
it's overgrown. Don't make that mistake! Chelsea.

Ottawa

Moyra Deans

I would benefit greatly from a trail that I could use both in
winter and in summer, especially along the beautiful
Gatineau river.

Ottawa

Nasser Yassine

Le sentier me permetterais d'aller faire des randonnees en
velo de chelsea!
We love biking in Chelsea and Gatineau Park!
Would promote healthy living.

Ottawa

Michael Giunta

Natalie Labbe
Natasha Chaachouh

Ouichelsea.ca

Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa
Ottawa
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Nom/Name
Newmwn Mike

Commentaires/Comments
As a former resident of rural Chelsea (Bell Rd.), I spent
many enjoyable hours walking along the tracks in all
seasons for my exercise. I think it would be wonderful to
turn this resource into a multi-purpose pathway to
promote local fitness and lessen the danger of cyclists and
pedestrians on Hwy 5. This is such a magnificent and scenic
area, for sure, I would be a user.

Ville/City
Ottawa

Nick Fournier

I love Chelsea and would love to see more people enjoying
it!
La Peche is a lovely area and it needs more bike paths for
people to explore the area!
Je fais beaucoup de velo et Chelsea est une region
superbe...un bijou!
I love skiing in the Chelsea trails in the winter and would
love to bike/walk in the summer. More than that, I think it
is important for the kids in the Chelsea area have the
freedom to explore on their bikes without the danger of
traffic.

Ottawa

Pat Wilson

The more opportunities for communities to enjoy the
outdoors the better, for both mental and physical health!

Ottawa

Patrick Lamy

This trail will promote physical health of citizens by
creating an easy access, entry level flat trail for all to use in
a beautiful natural setting along a river. Green spaces
should be preserved for everyone for low impact multiple
use whenever possible.

Ottawa

Peggy Cumming

Trails like this help encourage people to get outside. Both
nature and exercise have been proven to reduce stress
which will decreases physical and mental illnesses which
reduces health care costs.

Ottawa

Penny Bertrand

The growing numbers of cyclists in cities all over the world
are evidence that people want this option for commuting
and recreation. If we want to lower health care costs,
prevent climate change, and attract talent to Ottawa, we
need to make projects like this happen. Let's get this
done!

Ottawa

Peter Howe

I'm an avid cyclist I ride up in chelsea quote often, this trail
just makes sense.

Ottawa

Nicole Nash
Odette Clairoux
Ora Tsang

Ouichelsea.ca

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
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Nom/Name
Rachel De Montigny

Commentaires/Comments
Would make recreational cycling available to many more
people who may not be comfortable cycling on the roads

Ville/City
Ottawa

Ray Vermette

Ce serait bien d'avoir une piste cyclable a cet endroit
magnifique
C'est une attraction touristique et economiquement ce
sera bon pour le coin du pays. Mon fils a commence sa
carriire de chanteur guitariste sur le train de La Peche et
mainenant est de Nashville TN.....

Ottawa

Beautiful town more cycling access would be awesome for
local rides and buisness.
It will be a great trail. The trail will not be subjected to
speculative ventures.
Chelsea is home for my grandchildren.
To continue maintaining exercize corridors outside.
Chelsea is beautiful, a cycling trail would attract more
visitors to the area, stimulating the local economy further.

Ottawa

Ce sentier permetra de relier Chelsea avec Gatineau.
Outdoor recreation is a healthy lifestyle and all benefit
from it.
A multi-use trail is good for the residents of Chelsea,
tourism and economic development of the region.
Parce que je suis une adepte du velo et ce serait une belle
piste pour se rendre au joli village de La Peche.
I like cycling in Quebec, and have used the P'Tit Train Du
Nord trail. Converting this into something similar would be
of great economic benefit to all communities along the
line, whereas when ti was a rail line only La Peche received
any benefit.

Ottawa
Ottawa

For xc skiing and cycling.
For the safety, health and well-being of the families of
Chelsea and the area
Support a local cause !!
Put that space to use for the active community of Chelsea.
Seems to be wasted otherwise
Add another beautiful place to enjoy having fun
Access for community

Ottawa
Ottawa

Rianne Mahon

Rob James
Robert Lee
Ruth Heggtveit
Sandra Kiviaho
Scarlett Ryan

Scott Emery
Sherry Mcphail
Siara Mercure
Solin Berjuste
Sophia Tsouros

Stefanie Campbell
Stephen Quinlan
Susan Rodocanachi
Suzanne Gagnon
Synandra Lechner
Tim Douglas

Ouichelsea.ca

Ottawa

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
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Nom/Name
Tom Pstross

Commentaires/Comments
I cycle a lot and I would surely prefer this route to La Peche
over the highway which is much more dangerous. Thank
you for considering.

Ville/City
Ottawa

Trevor Plestid

Promote green tourism and get our chidlren and families
active and preserve our ecological system in that area. Too
much green zones are disappering within Gatineau area

Ottawa

Vicki Thomas
Vicky Tessier

I want to be able to bike to work
I ride to friends between Chelsea and La Peche and plan to
move to the region in near future.
Great spot for a linear park
This is a beautiful area to cycle but the 105 is simply
dangerous for cycling. Having a safe place for both cyclists
and drivers is important.

Ottawa
Ottawa

Danielle Wasson
Marc Saumure
Marie-Pierre Varin

Cycling make healthy happy people
Better use of our trails for recreation!
It's important to have resources like this. And the
preexisting rail path lends itself well to the transformation.

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Sebastien Townsend
Alan Inglis
Audree Dumouchel

I know many people in Chelsea who would use it.
Car j'adore me promenner en velo!
It is great path and perfect for small to medium run and
bike from city to up north. I would use it often
It is so beautiful in that area, people should enjoy nature.

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Wesley Morgan
Yvon Cote

Daniel Leduc

Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa

Dany D
Francois Chapleau

Sentier qui regorge de potentiel touristique!
Ottawa
Making the trail useable for non-motorized access in the
Ottawa
summer will add to the charm of Chelsea and allow
residents to move around the village by bicycle and walking
in a safe and beautiful environment.

Genevieve Thain

Fantastic recreational opportunity for winter and summer,
and a boost to La Peche tourism
Giving people safe access to the outdoors is important as
the motorist has taking over the land.
Utilize what already exists to make an opportunity for
more recreation for people.
The trail is perfect for biking and hiking!
Access Chelsea and La Peche safely by bike. Spend more
time in the area = spend more money in the area

Geneviive BoisvenueCross
Joel Beaulieu
Josee Mainville
Marie-Claude Girard

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Martin Dompierre

Commentaires/Comments
Parce que nous avons une belle region et ceci permettrait
de mettre ceci d'avantage en evidence! La tranquillite, la
nature, la compagnie de bons ami(e)s dans un endroit
magnifique! Faut le faire!!

Ville/City
Ottawa

Melody Brown

It's cheaper than bringing the train back and will benefit
more people.
I believe in supporting cycling in the ottawa valley
Great access to a beautiful riverside green space for all
outdoor enthusiats to enjoy.
The trail is a great opportunity to enjoy the Gatineau river
and the friends and neighbours I know that live along the
corridor.

Ottawa

Leisure
I regularly use this trail in winter and it would nice to have
year-round use of this wonderful trail.
Connecting trails for longer hikes and easier access
We frequently use the trails from Low to Gracefield and
Maniwaki. It just makes sense to add to the existing
network.

Ottawa
Ottawa

The more we have places to cycle, the better our
community is.
This would be an amazing commuter and recreational
pathway.
It provides an excellent venue for folks to wander about in
nature on a trail that leads somewhere on uniform ground
that isn't cluttered with natural debris

Ottawa

It's a great idea
Active transportation and as well as play/recreation for all
is important. No more needs to be said
Cycling is amazing
I am a cyclist who seeks expanded opportunities to connect
with the region
It makes perfect sense to have a trail for pedestrians,
cyclists and skiers to enjoy year-round
Je crois que si bien gere le sentier sera un attrait
touristique inestimable et encouragera la population de
faire de l'exercice.

Ottawa
Ottawa

I am often in Chelsea and would love to have more cycling
options around there

Ottawa

Peter Welsh
Philip Hasek
Rene Morin

Stephane Bedard
Sydney Robertson
Vera Greenwood
Pete Wood

Jean-Marc Purenne
Ann Beer
Claire Renaud

Erika Tanguay-Lafliche
Marie De Serres
Ann Mackenzie
Alexandra Gagnier
Garry Donaldson
Sabrina Pelletier

Karolane Sigouin

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Lo√Øc Briand
Maxime TanguayLafleche
Saadia Azam

Commentaires/Comments
What a great way to bring new cyclists to La Peche!
This is a great idea. I would come over to Gatineau just to
ride this trail.
Ottawa has the potential to be all season tourism Mecca
for all types of riders, this trail is one tremendous
opportunity towards that. Bike tourists are typically over
40, often over 50, they high end tastes in accommodation,
dining, gear, and entertainment but love to get out and
exercise. XC ski tourists are the same !

Ville/City
Ottawa
Ottawa

Julie Lapointe
Aaron Keele

Accessible trails are important
Car je suis une adepte de plein air et le plein air est la force
que nous avons en Outaouais alors il faut la developper.
Mon endroit prefere est la piste du petit train du Nord
dans les laurentides. Je l'utilise l'ete pour le velo et l'hiver
pour le ski de fond. Nous pourrions faire la meme chose en
outaouais et en faire profiter la communaute et
developper le tourisme dans nos regions rurales qui en ont
de besoin. Ce qui est interessant avec des projets de
reutilisation des voies ferrees est qu'on ne part pas de zero
puisque le sentier est dejde fait. Pour moi, ceci est un “nobrainer”!!!!

Ottawa
Ottawa

Lauren Siba

It is a shame that the rail corridor is a resource that is
laying idle, what better way to utilize it than as a multi use
trail to foster active lifestyles!

Ottawa

Matthew Sherar
Maxime Delaquis

J' aime le velo!
My parents live on the river and it would be great to come
visit and be able to go riding/walking down that scenic
path!

Ottawa
Arlington

Angile Lux

Belle facon de redonner aux citoyens leur nature pour leurs Bouchette
loisirs
Parce que j'adore faire du velo en Outaouais
Bromont
Trails that connect the communities are needed
Canmore

Josee Therrien
S. Ouimet

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Valerie Gaston

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
More trails like this are needed to allow cyclists to travel
Cantley
safely from place to place without the worry of competing
for road space with car and truck traffic. Trails like these
offer a safer alternative for both cyclists and drivers. I have
cycled along rail trails like Le Petit Train du Nord and others
in the Eastern Townships. I found them both enjoyable and
popular with tourists and locals.

Henny Coates

Pour offrir aux membres de la communaute une option de
transport actif de proximite.
Pour donner un accis supplementaire de la nature.
Avoir accis de plus de piste cyclable
Plus de sentiers de velo.
To encourage citizens to spend more time surrounded by
nature. It's good for the soul!!
Puisque le train le reviendra pas, je crois que c'est une
excellente facon d'utiliser cet espace. C'est un beau
paysage que tous pourraient profiter.

Cantley

Chris Hughes
Cindy Simpson

I would definitely use it often!
Parce que j'adore faire du velo avec ma famille et mon
trajet prefere est de me rendre de La Peche. Je me
sentirais beaucoup plus en securite sur un sentier que sur
la 105.

Cantley
Cantley

Daniel Turcotte
Debbie Clarance
Ellison Chan

Loisir et attrait touristique pour la region!
A nice secure place to run!
This would provide another wonderful way to appreciate
the beauty that Chelsea offers!
Enabling active transportation would be a huge benefit to
the region.
Access to more trails leads to healthier lives!
Parce qu'on aura jamais trop de raisons d'encourager les
gens de bouger.
Love sports
Because it would be great for the community.
The National Capital area has a wonderful network of bike
paths. I think it should be extended north to the Gatineau
Hills, and there is an unused rail bed to build it on. Half the
work is already done!

Cantley
Cantley
Cantley

Jim Mitchell
Maria Lyons
Debra Mathews
Marjorie Jack
Andrew Park

Genevieve Rock
Gilles Bond
Gilles Simard
Ginette Viau
Gregoire Crevier
Ken And Denise
Hoppner

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name
Kim Chan

Ville/City
Perth

Laurie Garbutt
Lily Kunstadt
Lyle Paulett
Margreet Van Den Berg
Marie Labrecque

Commentaires/Comments
We guide tours and this would help us bring business into
the area.
Ceci aurait du etre fait depuis longtemps
Walking trails are good for everyone!
Un endroit sicuritaire pour faire du velo en famille.
For a friend that lives in Gatineau
Le train passait derriere chez moi quand j'etais petite.
Maintenant, une piste cyclable continuera d'encourager les
touristes de venir dans notre region. Moi meme je pourrais
utiliser cette piste cyclable pour me rendre de hull/ottawa
de facon plus rapide et plus securitaire que la 105.

Mathieu Giroux

Nous avons grand besoin d'une diverses pistes cyclables.

Quebec

Maurice Samm
Michel Dallaire

Connecting residents with nature
My parents live in Chelsea and we are there almost every
weekend. The rails the trails project would allow more
people to enjoy the area.

Regina
Renfrew

Rodd Heino

Until a few years ago I lived along the railroad corridor in
Chelsea on Davidson Rd. I was always impressed in winter
when the ski trail was groomed how many neighbours I
would meet as they passed by my home or I met them on
the trail. With the snow gone, the train not running and
the weeds filling in, I rarely experienced the same. The trail
can provide a safe alternative for Chelseaites to move in
the community, exercise and soak in nature contributing
greatly to the health of residents. What a great thing it
would be to have that available 12 months of the year.

Sackville

Ouichelsea.ca

Plaisance
Pointe Claire
Pontiac
Prevost
Quebec
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Nom/Name
Sarah Mackinnon

Commentaires/Comments
Ville/City
Je suis nee et j'ai grandi de Chelsea. Je trouve que le pronet Sainte-Adile
de conversion du chemin de fer en piste cyclable serait tris
benefique pour les citoyens et pour le potentiel touristique
de Chelsea. Il permettrait aux citoyens et surtout au jeunes
de circuler de pied ou de velo entre les quartiers de
maniire securitaire. J'ai souvent emprunter le chemin de
fer pour me rendre chez des amis en dehors des heures de
passegae du train. Mes parents sont toujours residents de
Chelsea et j'espire un jour pour emprunter cette piste
cyclable pour faire decouvrir de mes amis et mon copain
mon beau petit village et faire une randonnee de velo
jusqu' de La Peche.

Sean Mcginn

I have family in Chelsea. The railway is almost at the end of
their yard. It could be so great for their children and other
families to be able to use this way to travel.

SainteMarthe-SurLe-Lac

Shannon Kunstadt
Stanley Lithwick

Love chelsea!
C'est un beau projet, pourquoi ne pas faire valoir une ruine
sans but pour un vecteur de changement.
It is important that something be done with the old,
unused railways. Making bicycle or walking trails would be
a nice way to make use of these spaces.

Shefford
Sherbrooke

J'aime decouvrir les regions du Quebec de velo Et c'est
encore plus agreable sans circulation automobile. Ca me
permettrait d'aller decouvrir votre belle region avec cet
attrait d'ancienne voie ferree convertie en sentier multiusage! Le velo est de plus en plus populaire et accessible
de beaucoup! Ca serait un plus pour votre region!!

Ste-Barbe

My wife and myself have benefitted from Rails to Trails
more often than we can count. They are simply lovely and
vastly important. We love Chelsea, and would be even
more encouraged to visit again with a new trail to traverse.

Toronto

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name

Commentaires/Comments
Please establish this multi-purpose trail which will help
ensure safe connections between our kids and their
schools, our neighbourhoods and our village services and a
community link that encourages people of all ages to get
outside and become more active and independent.

Ville/City
Toronto

Because it would get used a lot!
I happen to bike around Chelsea every summer
--

Toronto
Toronto
Val-DesMonts
Val-DesMonts
Val-DesMonts
Val-DesMonts
Vancouver

Ajout touristique
We go to Ottawa on the week-end to ride our bike, it
would be nice to have a trail in the country.
Because it would be a safe and beautiful option to getting
around in the area.
I spend a lot of time in Chelsea with my family and friends.
I would love to be able to cycle, hike and ski on the rail
trail. What a fantastic amenity it would be.

I frequently enjoy walking on the tracks with or without my Victoria
son's dogs (on leash) during my summer and xmas visits for
a total of 4 months each year for the past 8 years. Prior to
that I lived for many years at 4 Ditchfield Rd, Chelsea.
I have spent the past 2 months in Chelsea living near the
trail. I skied often in the park but also frequently made use
of the trail a short walk from the house I'm living in. The
trail clearly brings joy to Chelsea residents and visitors like
me. I met so many people as I skied and to a person they
had the biggest grin on their face as they clearly were
enjoying having this wonderful accessible resource part of
their daily winter life. I hope more and more people will
enjoy this trail, it's so nice not to have to get in a car to
drive to a place to exercise, it's a joy to connect with
neighbours. In my opinion the more opportunities to meet
neighbours, walking or skiing the healthier a community is.

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name

Commentaires/Comments
We have wonderful trail in Prince Edward County...a
former railway bed. I know Chelsea and this is a great use
of former tracks that would benefit the whole community.

Ville/City
Wellington

I have enjoyed walking the railway corridor but will
appreciate being able to walk and bike over a smooth
surface when the corridor is converted in to a community
trail.

Westmount

We purchased a house out there
Health and exercises
There is a huge need for a safe place to walk /run/bike the
105, and also to see the river and experience it.

Winnipeg

I love paths for bikes
If it is important to one of my relatives or friends, it is
important to me
I lived in Ottawa for 10 years.
Parce que tant qu'de laisser une si belle trail de cote nous
pourrions l'exploiter pour de nouvelles piste de ski de fond,
de velo ainsi que de course. Se serait de recycler une
merveilleuse piste pour accomoder encore plus les gens et
les
Poursuivre leur engagement de completer le processus de
planification pour transformer le corridor ferroviaire en un
sentier de transport actif pour l‚Äôusage de la collectivite,
y compris l’achivement des etudes dans les delais prevus et
la participation du public;
1_POUR activite PHYSIQUE
Sante
I believe it would be of benefit to the residents of Chelsea.
Clearly adds to the health of the community !!
Access to waterfront and nature.
Promote community interaction and health y lifestyle
I can be more active and independent!
For the pleasure of hiking through beautiful country.

Ouichelsea.ca
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Nom/Name

Commentaires/Comments
To invite more people, and esepcially children to use their
bicycle as a (safe) means of transportation and to enjoy
movement without paying for a gym / sports activity.

Ville/City

La route 105 est dangereuse pour les pietons/cyclistes.
Train more gainzz more
Access to trails and recreational space is important for
everyone.
Ce lien entre Chelsea et La Peche est, je l'espire, le premier
maillon d'une tris belle boucle inter-regionale OutaouaisLaurentides. Cette boucle pourrait relier, de terme,
Gatineau, Chelsea, La Peche et toutes les autres
municipalites situees le long de la riviire Gatineau de
Maniwaki, rejoindre le sentier du P'Tit train du nord,
redescendre jusqu'de la 148, prendre le sentier de la Route
verte qui longe la riviire des Outaouais et retour de
Gatineau. Chelsea fait preuve de beaucoup de leadership
dans ce dossier et je felicite les benevoles du Comite
Organisateur et la Municipalite pour cela. De plus, si on se
fie aux experiences analogues de convertir des rails en
sentiers multi-usages, l'impact economique est substantiel,
ce qui n'est pas de negliger dans les temps que l'on vit.
J'espire que les gens de La Peche/La Peche pourront se
rallier de ce projet tris porteur non seulement au niveau
des transports durables mais aussi au niveau du
developpement touristique.

Activity and a safe place to do it.
Love the concept
It is an amazing path that enables people to be active,
happy and healthy!
I have biked on many trails in Canada and I feel that since
there will no longer be any use for the railway tracks that it
would be a fantastic idea to convert this railway trail to a
bike trail.

Ouichelsea.ca
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